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1

Introduction

1.1 Cancer therapy

The objective of radiation therapy is to concentrate the radiation damage in the
carcinogenic tissue producing as little damage as possible to surrounding healthy
tissue, as well as to minimize the exposure of the patient to radiation.

Initially, the requirement for deep penetration was fulfilled by low-Linear Energy
Transfer (LET) radiation (photons), and the risk of damaging healthy tissue was
accepted. However, the search for a better form of ionization was aided by the
early recognition that X-rays could produce local tumour control in some patients,
although not in others [1].

Charged particles (protons, � particles and heavy ions) were introduced because
of their superiority regarding physical dose distribution, as they do not suffer from
scattering or attenuation problems [2]. High-LET radiation presents a character-
istic inverse depth dose profile which minimizes the dose to surrounding normal
tissue. Therefore, the high dose region is precisely confined to the tumour volume.
The dose deposited by a beam of monoenergetic charged particles increases slowly
with depth, but reaches a sharp maximum near the end of the particles’ range,
called the Bragg peak. The depth at which the Bragg peak occurs depends on the
energy of the incoming particles.

Charged particle beams have sharp edges with little lateral scattering. Heavy
ions have less lateral scattering than protons, leading to sharper beam edges. How-
ever, heavy ions do not share the advantage of protons that the dose stops sharply
at the end of the range of the primary particle, i.e., the dose falls to zero after the
Bragg peak. Furthermore, the Relative Biologic Effectiveness (RBE) is larger for
heavier ions [3], but the correct value of the RBE is difficult to estimate since the
data are derived from in vitro or animal experiments.

High-LET radiation has a very short range in matter. For instance, the range in
tissue of proton beams with energies of 150 to 200 MeV is 16 to 26 cm. Therefore,
its application may be limited to superficial tumours. Recently, protons have been
used to treat ocular and also some specialised tumours close to the spinal cord [1].

The ability to produce sufficiently penetrating beams for the treatment of any
cancer has led to current interest in the development of hospital-based proton
facilities. The use of protons for broad-beam radiotherapy is being tested, but no
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advantages have yet been demonstrated in controlled clinical trials [1].

1.2 Low-dose radiation risk

Conventionally, hereditary biological effects require direct damage to the DNA
helix. Therefore, in order to estimate low-dose radiation risks a “Linear No-
Threshold” (LNT) model is assumed since no radiation risk data are available.
The model consists of a linear extrapolation, from the known risks at higher doses,
to zero-effect at zero-dose [4].

The use of microprobes for cell irradiation started in 1953 [5] and, with the
time, has led to the development of Single-Ion Hit Facilities (SIHFs) where it is
possible to perform biological studies at low doses. The main advantage of using a
SIHF relies on the fact that a precise number of ions can be delivered to individual
living cells, thus the lower limit of the applied dose is a single ion. Additionally, the
spatial dose distribution is confined to the ion beam size, providing the possibility
to target subcellular compartments.

The use of these precise tools has revealed the existence of new effects, called
non-targeted effects, characterized by a deviation of many cell lines from the stan-
dard linear quadratic responses at low doses [6]. Therefore, the genotoxic risk may
be significantly underestimated [7, 8] and the validity of the LNT model seriously
questioned.

The non-targeted effect may play an important role regarding radiation damage
at very low doses since the therapeutic benefits of cancer therapy may increase.
It will be possibly to modify the response to radiation, of either the tumour or
the healthy surrounding tissue, if the factor that triggers these effects and their
mechanism of function are fully understood. Nowadays, the modulation of the
Radiation-Induced Bystander Effect (RIBE) is possible since treatment with certain
signalling proteins is known to enhance or diminish it. For instance, RIBE can be
reduced by �1-microglobulin (A1M) [9] or pifithrin-� (PFT-�) and increased by
wortmannin [10].

However, the following key questions remain: Are the non-targeted effects im-
portant in vivo? How should the in vitro observations be extrapolated to in vivo
systems?

1.3 Outline of this thesis

The work described in this thesis has led to the development of a Single-Ion Hit
Facility at the Lund Nuclear Microprobe (LNM-SIHF). The Facility is intended for
the study of the effects of low-dose radiation on living cells. The understanding of
the real effects of low-dose radiation will be used for radiation protection purposes.
In addition, new data will be obtained for the establishment of proton beam therapy
as an alternative to radiation therapy.
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The thesis is based on the work presented in Papers I to V. This work can be
divided into a larger technical part, which is described in Papers I to IV, and a
biological part, described in Paper V. The technical part includes the development
of the system, which consists of a combination of projects describing the work
carried out to provide the tools necessary to perform cell irradiation. The biological
part presents the preliminary biological results achieved at the LNM-SIHF. This
thesis summary is divided into ten main chapters, which provide the theoretical
background and additional information necessary to understand the fabrication
and function of the tools developed.

Paper I contains an early description of the facility. A detailed description of
the system can be also found in Chapter 6.

Paper II describes the fabrication and utilization of a Petri-type dish suitable for
cell culture and also for cell irradiation. This first tool developed for the LNM-SIHF
provides cell positioning and position recognition. A more detailed description of
the irradiation dish designed can be found in Chapter 8, Section 8.1.

Paper III is dedicated to the artificial cell sample and the Ni dot arrays. These
custom-made tools were developed for the evaluation of the system regarding tar-
geting accuracy and software function. Additional information about the tools can
be found in Chapter 8, Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

Paper IV describes the in-house software implemented at the LNM-SIHF and
also presents its applications. In addition, Paper I contains a preliminary descrip-
tion of the software. Details of the routines developed to locate the cells can be
found in Chapter 7.

Paper V presents the preliminary results of the method employed, at the LNM-
SIHF, for cell damage determination by a the study of the oxidative effects on
bystander cells using a human hepatoma cell line. A detailed description of the
study can be found in Chapter 9.
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The interaction of ions with matter

and their physical effects

2.1 Mechanisms of interaction between radiation

and the absorbing material

2.1.1 Indirectly ionizing radiation

Photons (X-rays and -rays) are indirectly ionizing radiation, as are fast neutrons.
Photons do not cause chemical and biological damage in the absorber but they give
up their energy leading to the production of fast moving secondary electrons that
are able to cause such damage. Fast neutrons produce protons, � particles, and
heavier nuclear fragments instead.

Direct inelastic collisions with atomic electrons are not possible, since photons
and neutrons are not charged, and their main interactions in matter are:

1. The photoelectric Effect: An atomic electron absorbs a photon and the elec-
tron is subsequently ejected from the atom. This effect is always exhibited
by bound electrons with the nucleus absorbing the recoil momentum.

2. Compton Scattering: The incoming photon interacts with a “free” electron,
after energy transfer, a less energetic photon is deflected from the original
path and the “free” electron is converted into a fast electron. Both particles
may take part in further interactions. At high energy (typically 0.5 MeV),
Compton and photoelectric absorption processes occur, but the Compton
process dominates.

3. Pair Production: This involves the transformation of a photon into an electron-
positron pair. Thus, the photon must have at least an energy of 2mc2 or 1.022
MeV.

These reactions explain the two main features of this kind of radiation: the
photon beam is very penetrating (more than � particles) and is not degraded in
energy, but attenuated in intensity.
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Neutrons

The principal means of interaction between neutrons and living tissue is through
the strong force with nuclei. The main nuclear processes involved depend on the
neutron energy:

❑ Fast neutrons (energies between a few tens of MeV and a few hundred keV):
Elastic scattering from hydrogen is the dominant interaction process since
hydrogen is the most abundant atom in tissue and its collision cross section
is large. This interaction produces a relatively high-LET proton. Also, inter-
action with heavier nuclei, like oxygen, may occur and a high-LET � particle
is produced as a spallation product. Inelastic scattering occurs for energies
of about 1 MeV or more.

❑ Epithermal neutrons (energies between approximately 100 keV and 0.1 eV):
The nuclear processes involved are radiative neutron capture and other nu-
clear reactions where fast recoil protons, � particles, and heavier nuclear
fragments are emitted.

❑ Thermal or slow neutrons (∼ 0.025 eV): Absorption can lead to fission. Also,
� particles and -rays can be emitted.

2.1.2 Directly ionizing radiation

Charged particles (protons, � particles and heavy ions) passing through matter
experience energy loss and deflection from their incident direction. These effects
are due mainly to inelastic collisions with the atomic electrons of the material and
elastic scattering from nuclei.

Inelastic collisions are statistical in nature and are directly responsible for the
energy loss of heavy particles in matter. These collisions can produce only excita-
tion (soft collisions) or ionization (hard collisions). The energy transferred in hard
collisions generates high-energy recoil electrons, also called �-rays, which can cause
substantial secondary ionization. Therefore, the inelastic energy transfer triggers
the emission of various kinds of secondary radiation: photons, X-rays, -rays and
visible light, scattered and recoiled particles, nuclear reaction products and Auger
electrons.

When using high-energy ions, secondary electrons can extend for many mi-
crometres or even millimetres. Thus, the track can be considered as a core with a
penumbra region. The core is defined by the maximum extension of the excitations
caused by the ion, and is normally less than 10 nm [13]. The penumbra region is
defined by the maximum extension of the secondary electrons. The spread of beam
damage outside the core region is called the proximity effect.
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The energy transferred by elastic scattering from nuclei is normally small, due
to the mass difference. However, repeated elastic Coulomb scattering from nuclei
results in a small angular deflection of the particle.

Other reactions that can occur are the emission of Cherenkov radiation, nuclear
reactions and bremsstrahlung.

2.1.3 Stopping power

The average energy loss per unit path length, called the linear stopping power
dE/dx, is the sum of two components: electronic and nuclear.

Electronic stopping power arises from electromagnetic interaction, between the
incoming ion and the target electrons, resulting in electronic excitation and ion-
ization. The electronic stopping increases with the ion energy until it reaches a
maximum near the Bohr velocity (see Figure 2.1).

Nuclear stopping arises from collisions with the target nuclei, and causes atomic
vibrations (phonons) and atomic displacements if the energy transferred exceeds
the atom displacement threshold [15]. Atomic displacements can create a cascade
of electronic collisions. The nuclear stopping varies with the ion velocity as well
as the charge of the colliding atoms. It becomes important when an ion slow
down to approximately the Bohr velocity, near the end of its track, since it can
penetrate electron clouds. Nuclear stopping by light atoms is negligible because
the Rutherford cross section and momentum transfer are small [15].

The stopping power is expressed by the quantum mechanical Bethe-Bloch for-
mula (Eq. 2.1).
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(2.1)

re: Classical electron radius me: Electron mass
�: Density of absorbed material Na: Avogadros´s number
z: Charge of incident particle (e units) � = v/c of incident particle

I: Mean excitation potential  = 1/
√

1− �2

Z: Atomic number of absorbing material �: Density correction
A: Atomic weight of absorbing material C: Shell correction
Wmax: Maximum energy transfer in a single collision

For non-relativistic charged particles (� ≪ c), dE/dx is inversely proportional
to the particle energy (1/�2). In this case, the particle spends a greater time in
the vicinity of a given electron and, therefore, the energy transfer is large. For
different charged particles with the same velocity, dE/dx is proportional to the
charge (z2), thus the particles with the highest charge will have the greatest energy
loss. Regarding the absorbing material, high atomic number and high density
materials result in the greatest linear stopping power [12].
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The Bethe-Bloch formula begins to fail at low particle energies when charge ex-
change between the particle and the absorbing material becomes important. The
incoming particle (positively charged) will tend to pick up electrons from the ab-
sorbing material, reducing its charge, and consequently, its energy loss. At the
end of its track the particle has accumulated z electrons and becomes a neutral
atom [12].

Two corrections are normally added to this expression: the density effect cor-
rection � and the shell C correction. The density effect is due to the electric field
of the particle, which tends to polarize the atoms along its path. This polarization
shields electrons far from the particle’s path and therefore, collision with these
electrons contributes less to the predicted total energy loss. This effect becomes
more important as the particle energy increases.

The shell correction becomes significant when the velocity of the incoming par-
ticle is comparable to or smaller than the orbital velocity of the bound electrons
and therefore, the assumption that the electron is stationary with respect to the
incident particle is no longer valid.

Linear Energy Transfer (LET)

In nuclear physics, if Bremsstrahlung can be neglected, LET is defined as the
linear stopping power dE/dx [keV/�m]. Therefore, the LET is the average energy
deposited per unit path length. Figure 2.1 shows simulations from Stopping and
Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) 2008 [16], thus the dependence of the LET with
respect to the energy of the incoming particles can be observed.
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Figure 2.1: Simulations from SRIM 2008 where protons, � particles and 12C ions
traverse a water layer.
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The Bragg curve

The Bragg curve shows the variation in dE/dx as a function of the penetration
depth of the particle in matter. Figure 2.2 (a) shows the difference between heavy
particles (12C), � particles and protons. As can be seen, the particles are more
ionizing towards the end of their path. This characteristic is very important in med-
ical applications where a high dose of radiation is required in embedded tumours,
causing minimum destruction to the overlying tissue.

The density of ionization depends on the energy deposited along the ion track, or
the LET value [15]. It is greater for neutrons and heavy ions than for X- or -rays,
and this accounts for the dramatic differences in the observed biological effects. As
the density of ionization increases, the probability of a direct interaction between
the particle and the target molecule increases. In addition, the density of ionization
for a given type of particle or radiation decreases as the energy increases, as can
be observed in Figure 2.2 (b).
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Figure 2.2: Simulations from SRIM 2008 where a water layer is traversed by (a)
protons, � particles and 12C ions with an energy of 2.5 MeV/nucleon, i.e., the
particles have the same velocity, and (b) protons of different energies.

2.1.4 Range

The range is defined as the distance that a charged particle can travel within a
certain material before losing all its energy. The range depends on the incident
material, the incoming particle and its energy.

To a first approximation, the range straggling follows a Gaussian distribution
due to the statistical nature of the energy loss. The mean value of this distribution
is known as the mean range.
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High-LET radiation has a short range in matter as most of the energy is rapidly
dissipated in collisions. Typical high LET values are above 100 keV/�m and the
corresponding ranges are between 0.1 and 1.0 mm. Heavy ions, � particles and
protons are considered to be forms of high-LET radiation.

Low LET values are defined, by the International Commission on Radiation
Protection (ICRP), as below 10 keV/�m [2], and the corresponding ranges are of
the order of centimetres. Electrons and photons are considered low-LET radiation.
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Lithography

Lithography is the process of transferring patterns on a mask to a thin layer of
radiation-sensitive material. Normally, the radiation-sensitive material covers the
surface of a semiconductor wafer or an optical glass. The pattern is transferred
by an etching process that selectively removes unmasked portions of the radiation-
sensitive layer [17].

3.1 Photoresist

A photoresist is a radiation-sensitive compound normally classified according to
its radiation response. Figure 3.1 shows the differences between a positive and a
negative photoresist.

(a) (b)

+
_ _

Figure 3.1: Cross section of the resist image after development. (a) Positive pho-
toresist, (b) negative photoresist.

3.1.1 Positive photoresists

Positive photoresists are made of three components: a photosensitive compound,
a base resin and an organic solvent. The chemical structure of the exposed regions
of the photosensitive compound is changed and becomes soluble in the developing
solution. The exposed areas are easily removed, creating a replica of the pattern
on the mask in the resist.
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PMMA A6 950

PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) A6 950 is a positive photoresist. PMMA was
designed to provide high contrast and high resolution for direct-write e-beam, deep
UV (220 - 250 nm) and X-ray lithographic processes. In addition, PMMA is often
used as a protective layer for wafer thinning applications, as a bonding adhesive
and as a sacrificial layer [18].

3.1.2 Negative photoresists

Negative photoresists are polymers combined with a photosensitive compound. Ex-
posure causes cross linking of the polymer molecules making the polymer insoluble
in the developing solution. The unexposed regions are removed, creating a pattern
in the resist which is the reverse of the one on the mask. The major drawback of
negative photoresists is that during the development process, the mass of the resist
may increase due to absorption of the developer solvent, limiting the resolution of
the resist.

SU-8

SU-8 is a negative epoxy-based photoresist. The term epoxy refers to the bridge
structure formed by an oxygen atom bound to two other atoms. SU-8 has the
highest epoxy functionality commercially available, providing a high-sensitivity
material with excellent adhesion. SU-8 has several advantages including its low
molecular weight providing high contrast and excellent solubility in a large vari-
ety of organics solvents, e.g. propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA),
gamma-butyrolactone (GBL), and methyl iso-butyl ketone (MIBK) [19]. SU-8 also
has a very high optical transmission, above 360 nm, it is thermally and chemically
stable due to the highly cross-linked matrix and, in addition, is a biocompatible
material. Very high aspect ratio structures can be made, with thicknesses up to
200 �m with a single spin coating. SU-8 is suitable for micromachining and other
micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) applications [18].

3.2 UV lithography

The pattern can be transferred using lithographic exposure which, in the case of
optical lithography, normally involves the use of ultraviolet light. There are two
optical exposure methods: shadow and projection printing. A schematic of these
methods can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Shadow printing

The mask and the resist-coated wafer are in contact or in close proximity. This
technique provides a resolution of ∼ 1 �m. However, the major drawback is that
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dust particles can cause permanent damage to the mask and defects in the wafer
after exposure [17].

Figure 3.2: Schematic of optical shadow printing techniques [17]: (a) contact print-
ing, (b) proximity printing.

Projection printing

The mask and the resist-coated wafer are separated by a few microns (10 to 50).
This protects the mask from damage but produces optical diffraction in the edge
features of the mask. Consequently, the resolution is reduced to the range of 2
- 5 �m and the minimum line-width or critical dimension (CD) is given by the
expression:

CD ∼=
√

� ⋅ g

where � is the wavelength of the UV light and g is the separation between the mask
and the wafer, including the resist thickness [17]. The minimum line-width can be
improved by decreasing the wavelength or the gap. Nevertheless, dust particles
whose diameter is larger than g can still damage the mask. Thus, a more advanced
system is used where the mask image is projected onto the resist-coated wafer by
means of electrostatic lenses.

3.3 Electron beam lithography

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) is the most mature direct writing technique
available, i.e., direct patterning without the use of a mask. However, due to its high
cost and low throughput, the primary use of EBL is photomask production [20].
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In optical lithography, the resolution is limited by light diffraction. However,
in EBL, the minimum separation between the pattern features is limited by the
proximity effect, since electron scattering (forward and backward) at the resist-
substrate interface produces damage in the neighbouring areas. Therefore, high-
energy light ions are preferable for local material modification, since the minimum
damaging dose is deposited within a shorter distance of the ion track [15].

The work described in this thesis includes the application of UV lithography and
EBL techniques. The epoxy-based photopolymer SU-8, patterned by UV lithogra-
phy was used to produce custom-made irradiation dishes and other including an
artificial cell sample and a calibration sample. Also, two Ni dot arrays were created
mainly by EBL.

Details concerning sample fabrication and their applications can be found in
Paper II and Paper III.
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Radiation parameters

An elaborate set of definitions for standardizing the energy absorption by different
materials exposed to ionizing radiation has been produced by the ICRP, based on
the assumption of linearity between dose and risk.

4.1 Absorbed dose

Dose is defined as the energy absorbed [J] per unit mass [kg]. The SI unit for
dose is the Gray [Gy]. The dose unit used in the past, was the radiation absorbed
dose [rad], defined as an energy absorption of 100 erg/g. Consequently, 1 Gy is
equivalent to 100 rad.

4.1.1 Low dose threshold

The low dose threshold of relevance to radiation risk analysis has been set by the
ICRP at 0.2 Gy [21, 22]. However, several threshold values can be found in the
literature, where low dose and very low dose are differentiated [23].

4.2 Relative biologic effectiveness

Since equal doses of different types of radiation do not produce the same biologic
effects, the RBE was introduced. This is defined as the ratio of the dose of a certain
kind of radiation to that of a dose of X-rays that produces the same biological effect.
RBE is determined by the following factors:

❑ Radiation quality (LET): Type of radiation and energy.

❑ Radiation dose and dose per fraction: The shape of the dose-response rela-
tionship varies with the radiation LET. Generally, RBE increases as the dose
is decreased thus, the RBE for a fractionated regimen of a specific kind of
radiation is greater than for single doses.
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❑ Dose rate: The dose-response curve, for sparsely ionizing radiation, varies
critically with the dose rate. In contrast, the biological response to densely
ionizing radiation depends little on the rate at which the radiation is deliv-
ered.

❑ Biological system or endpoint: RBE varies greatly according to the tissue for
a given total dose or dose per fraction. In general, RBE values are high for
tissues that accumulate and repair a great deal of sublethal damage, and low
for those that do not.

4.2.1 RBE as a function of linear energy transfer

The most biologically effective LET is that at which the average separation of
ionizing events coincides with the diameter of the DNA double helix (2 nm) [1].
Figure 4.1 shows the variation of RBE with the LET, showing a maximum for an
LET value of 100 keV/�m. Therefore, the passage of a single charged particle has
a high probability of causing a double-strand break. Kinds of radiation with this
optimal LET include neutrons of a few hundred keV, low-energy protons and �
particles.

Figure 4.1: Variation of the RBE with the LET [1].

The probability of producing a double strand break (DSB), in a single track,
is low for sparsely ionizing radiation. Therefore, lower biological effectiveness is
observed (see Figure 4.1). At the other extreme, for more densely ionizing radiation
(LET ∼ 200 keV/�m), DSBs are readily produced. However, the ionizing events
are too close together and the energy is “wasted”. Since RBE is the ratio of two
doses producing the same biologic effect, the more densely ionizing radiation has
a lower RBE than the optimal LET radiation, i.e., the radiation is more effective
per track, but less effective per unit dose.
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4.3 Radiation weighting factor

It is difficult to measure the RBE, therefore, the dimensionless parameter radiation
weighting factor WR was introduced to place the biological effects resulting from
exposure to different types of radiation on a common scale. The WR is calculated
for a given type of radiation according to the energy deposited per unit path length.
Radiation weighting factors are defined by the ICRP, and typical values are shown
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Radiation weighting factors [1, 14]
Radiation type and Radiation Weighting Factor
energy range WR

Photons (X-rays, -rays) 1
Electrons
Low energy protons 2
Energetic protons (> 2 MeV) 5
� particles
Fission fragments 20
Heavy nuclei

A continuous curve is recommended
Neutrons with a maximum of 20 for the most

effective ones (> 100 keV to 2 MeV)

4.4 Equivalent dose

The equivalent dose is a normalized measure of the biological effect caused by
radiation to a tissue or organ. It is obtained as follows:

Equivalent dose = Absorbed dose×Radiation weigℎting factor

If the absorbed dose is measured in gray [Gy], the equivalent dose is given
in sievert [Sv]. If the absorbed dose is expressed in rads, the equivalent dose is
roentgen equivalent man [rem].

The equivalent dose for a combination of different kinds of radiation, is the sum
of the individual doses of the various types of radiation, each multiplied by the
appropriate radiation weighting factor.

4.5 Effective dose

The effective dose is the sum of all the weighted equivalent doses in all the tis-
sues or organs irradiated. Some organs are particularly sensitive to radiation, and
sometimes the equivalent doses differ substantially due to the variation in sensi-
tivity to radiation-induced stochastic effects (cancer and hereditary effects). The
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tissue weighting factor (WT ) represents the relative contribution of each tissue or
organ to the total damage resulting from uniform irradiation of the whole body.
Consequently,

Effective dose =
∑

absorbed dose×WR ×WT

Effective dose is in principle, as well as in practice, a non-measurable quantity.

4.6 The oxygen effect

Highly oxygenated tissues exhibit an unexpectedly high sensitivity to radiation.
The destruction of a certain fraction of cells in tissue with a lack of oxygen requires
a larger dose (D2) than the dose (D1) needed in healthy, oxygenated tissue. The
ratio D2 : D1 for a particular kind of radiation is called the Oxygen Enhancement
Ratio (OER). Consequently, a smaller OER is desirable since smaller doses are
required to produce the same effect.

This property can be explained by the fact that if the material is rich in oxygen,
the free radical R⋅, produced by the ionizing radiation, can start a chain reaction:

R ⋅+O2 → RO2⋅ (4.1)

RO2 ⋅+RH → RO2H +R⋅ (4.2)

An alternative series of chemical reactions can be initiated by the high electron
affinity of O2

O2 + e− → O−

2 (4.3)

This radiation damage cannot be healed since the electron cannot be recaptured
by the original ions produced by the interaction.

Neutrons have a lower OER since they do not interact through Coulomb effects
and therefore, they are less sensitive to the presence of higher-Z atoms. Addition-
ally, there is little or no repair of sublethal damage and less variation in sensitivity
through the cell cycle [1].

Figure 4.2: Variation of the OER and the RBE as a function of the LET [1].
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Figure 4.2 shows the relation between OER and LET. As can be seen, the
optimal RBE and the rapid fall of OER occur at about the same LET value, i.e.,
100 keV/�m. Low-LET radiation exhibits a large OER and it decreases to unity
at an LET of about 200 keV/�m.
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5

The interaction of ions with matter

and their biological effects

5.1 Mechanisms of interaction between radiation

and the absorbing material

The ionizing ability of nuclear radiation is used in radiotherapy to destroy tissue,
such as cancerous tumours, in the body. The destruction process occurs as follow:

1. The incident radiation ionizes atoms in molecules of the irradiated material
(on a time scale of 10−16 s or less).

2. The ionized molecules give rise to free radicals or other excited molecules
(10−15 s to 10−3 s).

3. Free radicals can be incorporated into complex biological structures at molec-
ular level and modify their biological function. The biological change can take
place within hours or years.

5.2 Direct action

The radiation interacts directly with the critical targets in the cells without the
intermediate step of producing free radicals (R⋅). This interaction mechanism is
dominant for radiations with high LET.

RH → RH+ + e− (5.1)

RH+ → R ⋅+H+ (5.2)

Thus, charged particles, having sufficient kinetic energy, can disrupt the atomic
structure of the absorber producing chemical and biological damage.
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5.3 Indirect action

Ionizing radiation has the highest probability of interacting with water molecules
since the human body is about 80% water. The water molecule can be ionized as
follows:

H2O → H2O
+ + e− (5.3)

In addition, the free electron can be captured by another neutral molecules:

H2O + e− → H2O
− (5.4)

The unstable ions H2O
+ and H2O

− can dissociate into

H2O
+ → H+ +OH⋅ (5.5)

H2O
− → H ⋅+OH− (5.6)

where OH⋅ and H⋅ denoted free radicals. These extremely reactive free radicals
can generate several inorganic compounds in an aqueous environment (H2, H2O2

and H2O) as well as new free radicals. Furthermore, the free radicals can diffuse
a short distance and reach a critical target in the cell, i.e., a complex hydrogen-
containing biological molecule, for instance, a chromosome. Thus, the production
of a free radical may alter the function of the system.

5.4 DNA radiation damage

DNA is a large molecule with a double helix structure. In order to form the double
helix two strands are held together by hydrogen bonds between bases. The ”back-
bone” of each strand consists of alternating deoxyribose (sugar) and phosphate
groups. Attached to the ”backbone” are four bases that specify the genetic code.
There are two different base groups: pyrimidines: including thymine and cytosine,
which are single-ring groups, and purines: including adenine and guanine, which
are double-ring groups. The bases on opposite strands must be complementary
thus, adenine pairs with thymine and guanine pairs with cytosine.

DNA irradiation can produce:

❑ Single strand breaks (SSBs): Cell killing is not possible since the damage
can be repaired. SSBs are repaired using the opposite strand as a template.
Therefore, if both strands are broken and the breaks are well separated,
the DNA can also be repaired because the breaks are handled separately.
However, mutation may result from SSBs due to misrepair (incorrect repair).

❑ DSBs : The interaction of two DSBs may result in cell death, carcinogenesis
or mutation. Thus, DSBs are considered the most important lesion produced
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in chromosomes by radiation. DSBs are produced when both strands are
broken and the breaks are opposite or separated by only a few base pairs.
They are induced linearly with dose, indicating that they are formed by
single tracks of ionizing radiation. DSB repair is possible by Homologous Re-
combination Repair (HRR), which requires an undamaged DNA strand, and
Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) which mediates end-to-end joining.

❑ Locally multiply damaged sites : The energy from ionizing radiation is not de-
posited uniformly, but located along the tracks of the charged particles. The
ion pairs produced combine and form groups whose dimensions are compara-
ble to the diameter of the DNA double helix. Consequently, complex lesions
may be produced, including DSB and base damage.

5.5 Mechanism of cell killing

The definition of cell death depends on the kind of cells in question. Death is defined
as the loss of a specific function for differentiated cells that do not proliferate (nerve
or muscle). However, for proliferating cells, death, also referred as reproductive
death, is defined as the loss of reproductive capacity. Cell death may be due to
mechanisms such as mitotic death or apoptosis.

In order to eradicate a tumour, it is necessary to kill the cells, i.e., to stop their
division avoiding further growth and spread of the malignancy. In general, a dose
of 100 Gy is necessary to destroy cell function in non-proliferating systems. In
contrast, the mean lethal dose for loss of proliferative capacity is usually less than
2 Gy [1].

5.5.1 Mitotic death

Cells die while attempting to divide because of damaged to their chromosomes due
to ionizing radiation. This is the most common form of cell death, and may occur
in the first or subsequent division following irradiation.

In most tumour cells, mitotic cell death is at least as important as apoptosis
and, in some cases, the only mode of cell death.

The survival curve

A close relationship has been reported between cell killing and the induction of
specific chromosomal aberrations [24]. For instance, exchange-type aberrations
require two chromosome breaks, and the damaged cells lose their reproductive
capacity [1].

Figure 5.1 shows two typical survival curves, which describe the relationship
between the radiation dose and the proportion of cells that survive. In the case of
low-LET radiation (the solid curve), at low doses, the two breaks may result from
the passage of a single particle. Then, the probability of an interaction between the
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two breaks leading to a lethal exchange-type aberration is proportional to the dose.
Consequently, the survival curve is linear. At higher doses, the two chromosome
breaks may result from two separate particles and the probability of interaction
between the two breaks is then proportional to the square of the dose. Thus, if the
quadratic term dominates, a linear-quadratic relationship appears in the survival
curve.

In the case of high LET radiation (the dotted curve), the damage may result
from the passage of a single particle. Therefore, the survival curve is linear, inde-
pendently of the dose.
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Figure 5.1: Relationship between chromosome aberration and cell survival.

5.5.2 Apoptosis

Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is highly dependent on the type of cell, as
is radiation-induced cell death. The morphological hallmark of apoptosis is the
condensation of the nuclear chromatin in either crescents around the periphery of
the nucleus or a group of spherical fragments.

Apoptosis is characterized by a sequence of morphological events that start in
the cell by a cease in communication with its neighbours. The dying cell rounds
up and detaches from its neighbours. The cell shrinks due to cytoplasmatic con-
densation and eventually separates into a number of membrane-bound fragments
of different sizes called apoptotic bodies.
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5.6 Non-targeted responses

Non-targeted effects are considered to be those inducing biological effects in cells
that are not directly traversed by a charged particle, but are in close proximity
to directly irradiated cells. This kind of effect, which is significant at low doses,
has been reported during recent decades due to the increased use of single-particle
microbeams.

The relevance of these effects is due to the fact that the fundamental dogma that
the DNA helix is the ultimate target to produce cell damage has become obsolete.
The target for radiation damage is larger than the cell nucleus and indeed larger
than the cell itself.

Non-targeted, cellular responses include adaptive response, bystander effect,
gene expression, genomic instability, inverse dose-rate effect, low-dose hypersensi-
tivity [7] and the recently added death-inducing effect [25].

The causes of these effects are still poorly understood, and several attempts
are being made worldwide to define the mechanisms behind them at the molecular
level. The sensitive target within the cell that triggers the non-targeted response
in neighbouring cells is unknown. However, recent studies have shown that low-
and high-LET ionizing radiation can affect unirradiated cells via secreted soluble
extracellular factors and direct cell-to-cell communication [26]. Furthermore, the
mitochondria has been reported to play an important role in the bystander effect [4].

5.6.1 Adaptive responses

The adaptive response is observed when cells exposed to a low priming dose are
subsequently challenged by a higher dose and show a lesser response. This effect has
been observed for several endpoints including survival, mutation, transformation
and chromosomal damage [27,28].

The mechanism behind the adaptive response is unclear, but it has been sug-
gested that it involves the induction of signalling pathways, including a novel chro-
mosome break/repair mechanism [27], or down-regulation of heat-shock-related
proteins [29]. Adaptation after the priming low dose takes a few hours, between 4
and 6 h [28] depending on the cells, to become totally effective, and it disappears
if a few cell cycles, approximately 3 [28], elapse between the two doses.

In summary, the adaptive response to low doses requires a minimal activation
dose and depends on the genetic constitution of the person or animal exposed,
and the dose-rate employed. Furthermore, the adaptive response can also occur in
vivo [30].

5.6.2 The bystander effect

The bystander effect arises when unirradiated cells are damaged through signalling
pathways initiated by nearby irradiated cells [31]. Two types of bystander ef-
fect can be considered, depending on the signal pathway: those induced by gap
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junction-mediated intercellular communication (GJIC), and those induced by se-
creted soluble factors such as reactive oxygen species (ROS). Whether GJIC is an
adjunct or a essential mechanism producing the bystander effect is still a matter
of controversy [32].

The bystander effect has some important characteristics.

1. The bystander effect is very dependent on the type of cell; not all types of
cell show the bystander response [2].

2. The bystander effect seems to be a binary effect, i.e. the damage observed is
independent of the number of particles traversing the cells [2, 32].

3. The bystander effect is triggered to maximum effect once a threshold dose is
exceeded (between 0.05 Gy and 0.2 Gy) [7].

4. The bystander response seems to have no correlation with distance. Nev-
ertheless, the distribution of damage shows a tendency to clustering among
damaged cells [22] suggesting a limiting diffusion distance [32].

5. The bystander effect is independent of the LET of the radiation induced by
high- as well as low-LET radiation [2]. However, the LET of the radiation
may have different activation mechanisms, although similar endpoints [32].
Furthermore, bystander responses have also been seen following treatment
with photodynamic therapy, ultraviolet light, heat and chemotherapy [33].

6. The evidence suggests that, for cells exposed to at least low-LET radiation,
the signal and response are modulated separately [32].

7. The DNA damage in bystander cells seems to persist for a prolonged time, in
contrast to that produced by direct irradiation, which is repaired completely
within several hours depending on the dose [34].

8. There are limited reports of radiation-induced bystander responses in vivo
being premature differentiation the major response [6].

Several bystander effects have been reported following:

❑ Cytoplasmic irradiation: The mutagenicity depends upon the generation of
radiation-induced soluble signalling factors such as ROS [35] and nitric oxide
(NO) [36]. Also, rapid calcium flux is an early event in the radiation-induced
bystander effect [34].

❑ Irradiation with low fluences of � particles: GJIC appears to be involved in
the activation of the bystander effect [31].

❑ Irradiation with a charged-particle microbeam: Most microbeam studies have
reported bystander effects using � particles but it has also been shown using
protons, soft X-rays and heavy ions. The bystander response appeared to
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be independent of the target within the cell, i.e., the cytoplasm and the
nucleus can trigger the response [7]. In this case, bystander effects have been
demonstrated for chromosomal aberrations, cell killing, mutation, oncogenic
transformation, and alteration of gene expression [37].

❑ Transfer of medium from irradiated cells: The transfer of medium from ir-
radiated cells to a healthy cell culture can also trigger the bystander re-
sponse [35]. Medium transfer experiments have shown, for instance, the
reduction of cloning efficiency and the induction of genomic instability in
non-irradiated cells [32]. Additionally, the temporal aspect of the bystander
effect has been studied, using induced mutations as the endpoint, reveal-
ing that up to 1 h is required to generate the bystander signal and, after a
stability period, the bystander signal is diminished in 12 to 24 h [29].

5.6.3 Death-inducing effect

This phenomenon is similar to the bystander effect observed in medium transfer
experiments. However, the death-inducing effect is characterized by the reduced
survival of non-irradiated cells that have been incubated in medium from cells show-
ing radiation-induced chromosomal instability. This effect is seen many generations
after the initial radiation exposure. For instance, RKO36 cells have been reported
to produce death-inducing effect in human-hamster hybrid GM10115 cells [25].

5.6.4 Gene expression

Gene expression refers to the up- or down-regulation of several stress-responsive
genes, at doses below levels causing significant DNA damage. There is no indication
of a threshold for gene induction, and low doses were found to be more toxic than
higher ones [38].

5.6.5 Genomic instability

Genomic instability is defined as genome-wide changes in the surviving progeny of
irradiated cells. Instability is observed in cells at various times after irradiation,
and there are multiple pathways for initiating and perpetuating induced instabil-
ity [39]. There is emerging evidence that extra-nuclear and extra-cellular events
initiate radiation-induced chromosomal instability. For instance, a persistent in-
crease in ROS has been observed in cell cultures showing radiation-induced genomic
instability [31,39].

Multiple endpoints are associated with radiation-induced instability. The pri-
mary aberrations observed are chromosomal changes such as gaps or breaks. How-
ever, the more significant changes are gross chromosomal rearrangements [31]. The
endpoints associated with radiation-induced genomic instability and bystander ef-
fect are the same: chromosomal rearrangement, micronuclei, increased mutation,
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increased transformation, and cell killing. Thus, both effects seem to be linked,
and may be the manifestation of the same non-targeted process, in other words,
the bystander signal may be able to induce genomic instability [6, 32].

5.6.6 Inverse dose-rate effect

The term inverse dose-rate effect is used to refer to the response shown at very low
dose rates (∼ 0.1 - 1 cGy/min [40]) where increased levels of mutation or trans-
formation are observed [6]. The mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation is usually
reduced for a given dose as the dose rate is reduced, and this effect is defined as
a direct dose-rate effect [40]. This response results from the repair of sublethal
damage and occurs in tumour and normal tissues, in vivo as well as in vitro [1].

5.6.7 Low-dose hypersensitivity

The term low-dose hypersensitivity refers to a two-phase phenomenon [6]:

1. hypersensitivity (HRS), where the cells exhibit increased sensitivity at very
low doses (less than 10 cGy [8]), and

2. increased radioresistance (IRR) where the cells exhibit a radioresistant phase
at higher doses (up to approximately 1 Gy [8]).

The activation and operational mechanisms of the process are still unknown.
However, two hypothesis have been proposed: 1) the injury produced by these low
doses is either below the threshold required to activate, fast or efficient DNA repair
[38] or 2) changes in the DNA structure or organization are not produced inhibiting
repair [8]. In addition, induced radioresistance and the adaptive responses to small
conditioning doses may be due to an increased repair capacity, but on different
time scales [8].

The bystander effect and low-dose hypersensitivity are similar in that, in any
cell line, only one or the other occurs [32]. Furthermore, there is no clear published
evidence of the HRS/IRR phenomenon in vivo but cellular repopulation seems to
obscure the effect, to some extent [8].
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Development of the Lund Nuclear

Microprobe Single-Ion Hit Facility

Biological applications of ion beams have become an important research field since
the development of single-ion hit facilities for cell irradiation. The main advantage
of these facilities is their capability to precisely deliver a predetermined number of
particles to a single living cell, the ultimate limit for the delivered radiation at low
doses being a single ion. Furthermore, the damaged induced can be analysed on a
cell-by-cell basis.

Other advantages of microbeam irradiation can be summarized as follows:

❑ The irradiation is highly localized spatially, allowing specific subcellular com-
partments within the cell or a particular cell in a cell culture to be targeted.
Thus, more biological information can be obtained regarding cell-to-cell com-
munication, the functionality of components within the cell, the sensitivity
of subcellular targets and intracellular communication [41].

❑ Certain cells within a population can remain unirradiated allowing the study
of “bystander” effects.

❑ Temporal separation of irradiation is possible allowing investigations of the
dynamics of cellular repair since individual cells can also be monitored in
time.

Several effects, only observed at low doses, have been reported, and these might
be important if it can be shown that they also play a role at higher doses.

6.1 Types of single-ion hit facilities

Several approaches can be employed to create a SIHF.

❑ Facilities originating from microbeam facilities initially developed to study
radiation damage to living cells. These normally have a collimated beam and
a vertical arrangement.
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❑ Facilities originating from the modification of an existing analytical micro-
probe. These could be existing probes with highly collimated and focused
ion beams initially designed for ion beam analysis. These facilities normally
have a horizontal arrangement.

❑ Stand-alone microbeam facilities where a radioactive ion source is used in-
stead of a particle accelerator. This novel approach, employed at Columbia
University [42], can deliver one � particle per second in a 10�m diameter
spot, using a polonium source and a compound magnetic lens.

Focused microbeams have a higher targeting accuracy (TA) and throughput
than collimated microbeams since the beam is deflected towards the targeted cells
without moving the sample stage. The ion LET is better defined for a focused
microbeam and the ion scattering is reduced. Therefore, the achievable beam spot
is smaller [2, 43,44].

A horizontal system configuration requires a vertically positioned Petri dish
containing the cell culture. However, the vertical system arrangement provides a
more cell-friendly environment. The displacement of the cells due to gravity effects
can be minimized using monolayer cell cultures which are attached to the surface
on which they were cultivated. In addition, the vertical arrangement requires the
removal of the cell culture medium prior to irradiation. A layer of cell culture
medium remains, the thickness of which is approximately the same as the diameter
of the cells. Nevertheless, the cells are stressed because their vital nutrients have
been removed during irradiation.

6.2 The CELLION Network

A Marie Curie Research Training Network, CELLION, was established in 2004
to study cellular response to targeted single ions using nanotechnology. Several
European research institutes and universities joined this network. The project
included two lines of research, technical and biological, to provide the tools and
technical advances necessary for the study of the effects of radiation on living
cells. The aim of the research on instrumentation was to construct a SIHF for
cell irradiation. The aim of the biological research was to study the relationship
between cell damage and repair, particularly at low doses, where the dynamics of
radiation is still poorly understood and new effects has been discovered.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 present the main SIHFs worldwide and their main applica-
tions.
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Table 6.1: Description of SIHFs worldwide I

SIHF BEAMLINE EXIT DETECTOR DETECTOR
ORIENTATION WINDOW TYPE LOCATION

CENBG Horizontal 150 nm Pre-cell Protons
France Si3N4 7.5 �m BC400
(Bordeaux) scintillator + PTM

Alphas
Proportional counter

a (10 mbar, isobutane)

GCI Vertical 3 �m Pre-cell 18 �m BC400
UK Mylar scintilator
(Oxford) + PMT

GSI Horizontal 200 nm Pre-cell Channeltron
Germany Si3N4

(Darmstadt) + 20 nm Au
+ 50 �g/cm2 CsI

IFJ PAN Horizontal 200 nm Post-cell Silicon
Poland Si3N4 particle
(Cracow) detector and/or

channeltron

JAERI Vertical 5 �m aperture Post-cell BC400
Japan on a 100 �m thick scintillator
(Takasaki) tantalum disk + PMT

LIPSION Horizontal 100nm Post-cell Windowless
Germany Si3N4 p-i-n diode
(Leipzig)

LTH, Lund Horizontal 200 nm Post-cell Silicon
University Si3N4 PIN
Sweden photodiode
(Lund)

PTB Vetical 5 �m Pre-cell BC400
Germany Mylar scintillator
(Braunschweig) + PMT

RARAF Vertical 100 nm Post-cell Ion counter
USA SiN (P10)
(New York) (90% argon +

10% methane)

SNAKE Horizontal 7.5 �m Post-cell 1mm BC400
Germany Kapton scintillator
(Munich) + PMT

SPICE Vertical 1 �m Post-cell Scintillator
Japan Si3N4

(Chiba)

aNanobeam line in progress, expected beam resolution in STIM mode below 100 nm [45]
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Table 6.2: Description of SIHFs worldwide II

SIHF TARGETING THROUGHPUT BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
ACCURACY (CELLS/HOUR)

CENBG Alphas 2000 Clonogenic survival [46]
± 2�m 95%

GCI Protons 36000 Cell signaling, low-dose hypersensitivity,
± 5 �m 96% genomic instability and
Alphas visualization of DNA repair [44, 47]
± 2 �m 99%

GSI C ions — DNA damage [43], radiation induced
≤ 0.5 �m cell cycle arrest [48], tumuor cell
99.5% migration after heavy ion irradiation [49]

IFJ PAN Protons — Double strand break formation [50,51]
± 40 �m 90%

JAERI — — Effects of heavy ions in cell growth [52,53]

LIPSION Protons — Cell survival [54]
≤ 0.5 �m
99.8%
b

LTH, Protons 5000 Bystander cell death and stress
Lund University ≤ 5�m response [56]

97%

PTB Protons and alphas 50000 Survival fraction by colony forming
≤ 2 �m ability test and gene expression [57–59]

RARAF Protons 11000 Bystander effect, genomic instability
≤ 3.7 �m and adaptive response [41,47]
92%
c

SNAKE 55 MeV C ions — Live protein dynamics studies [61–63]
≤ 2 �m
100 MeV 16O ions
≤ 1 �m

SPICE – 400-500 Induction of DNA stand breaks [64,65]

bNanobeam line being reconstructed, hit accuracy values have to be updated [55]
cMicrobeam II endstation being built, hit accuracy values have to be updated [60]
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6.3 Development of a single-ion hit facility

For successful cell irradiation, an accurate, controlled, fast system is required. Bio-
logical experiments using microbeams also require a stress-free environment for the
cells, efficient cell recognition, high experimental speed and degree of automation,
and the availability of flexible modes of irradiation [58].

The creation of a SIHF requires the following elements:

1. An ion source of appropriate energy to define the type of particle and LET.

2. An ion location limitation device in order to obtain a small beam diameter.

3. Biological sample positioning which includes target location recognition.

4. An ion detection system that allows the number of ions delivered to be con-
trolled.

5. An exit window for beam extraction into air.

6. A suitable culture surface for the cells, which is compatible with the irradia-
tion system.

7. A biological evaluation procedure, i.e., a method of assessing cell damage.

6.3.1 The Lund Nuclear Microprobe

The LNM uses a 3-MeV single-ended NEC Pelletron Electrostatic accelerator. The
radio frequency (RF) ion source allows the delivery of protons, � particles and
deuterons (2H). After the accelerator, the beam is directed towards the macro and
nano beamlines using switching magnets.

The macro beamline is located at +30∘ and provides a beam size in the mil-
limetre range. This beamline is used mostly for Particle-Induced X-ray Emission
(PIXE) elemental analysis on aerosol filter samples.

The nano beamline is located at -15∘ and was designed to achieve a sub-micron
beam size. However the size of the beam today is in the micrometer range. This
beamline is commonly used for ion beam analysis, including PIXE, tomography
and biological applications.

6.3.2 The nano beamline

The SIHF at the LNM has been constructed at the nano beamline, the configura-
tion of which is shown in Figure 6.1.

The beam is focused in a two-stage system with a quadrupole doublet at each
stage, i.e., four magnetic quadrupole lenses placed in a split Russian configuration.
The first stage focuses the beam into the intermediate chamber and the virtual
image created here is used as a virtual object for the second stage [66].
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Figure 6.1: Scheme of the nano beamline (not to scale).

Two components of the beamline are vital for single-ion hit detection: the
collimating slits and the fast beam-deflection system. Three sets of collimating slits
along the beamline are used to shape the beam and to reduce the beam current,
thus providing the ion location limitation system. The deflecting system consists
of two parallel metal plates connected to a high voltage, which are used to deflect
the beam on demand, thus controlling the number of ions delivered [67].

6.3.3 The irradiation chamber

The irradiation chamber at the nano beamline was designed to accommodate dif-
ferent detector systems. Usually, an 8-element, large solid-angle HPGe detector
for PIXE analysis and/or the Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy (STIM) sys-
tem are operative. The STIM system, used for imaging and mass normalization,
can be combined with PIXE and Rutherford backscattering [68]. Additionally, a
double-sided silicon strip detector can be installed allowing measurement of angular
distributions [69].

The chamber is also equipped with two microscopes for monitoring purposes:
transmission and backside. The transmission microscope objectives are mounted
on a translation stage, and image magnification is achieved by computer-controlled
movement [70]. Furthermore, cell images can be obtained on-line as the transmis-
sion microscope is connected to a CCD camera.

The samples to be analysed are mounted in a sample holder also on a translation
stage. The sample holder can accommodate five samples. However, for biological
applications, three cell cultures can be accommodated.

6.3.4 Detection system

Two detection systems can be defined, depending on the detector location.
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Pre-cell

The irradiated ions are detected before hitting the cells. For instance, some facilities
use a channeltron as the pre-cell detector [43].

At the LNM, an alternative detector has been tested as the pre-cell detector:
an ultra-thin silicon transmission detector. The detector has a thickness of 9 �m
and an active area of 4 mm2. In addition, this detector can be used as a vacuum
window [71]. The performance of the detector was recently tested, showing a
promising efficiency of 99% for a proton energy of 2 MeV [72].

Post-cell

The ions are detected after passing through the cell culture. The LNM-SIHF em-
ploys the on-axis STIM detector as a post-cell detection system. This windowless
PIN photodiode (Hamamatsu S1223-01N 7139 (4 mm2)) [73] measures the energy
loss of the beam particles after travelling through the sample and, in combina-
tion with the beam-deflection system, controls the applied dose. The detector is
mounted on the same translation stage as the microscope objectives.

6.3.5 Beam extraction into air

A 200 nm thin Si3N4 membrane (1.5 x 1.5 mm2), purchased from Silson Com-
pany [74], was chosen for beam extraction at the LNM-SIHF. The beam has to
be extracted into air since living cells need oxygen as well as a wet environment.
Beam extraction results in degradation of the beam quality. Therefore, the ma-
terial used for the vacuum window must minimize beam scattering and also have
high resistance to radiation damage.

A vacuum guard has been installed as a safety measure in case of membrane
breakage. The same Si3N4 membrane can be used for several experiments. How-
ever, the vacuum is visibly degraded when the membrane is damaged or/and needs
to be replaced. Seven vacuum sensors are connected along the beamline which
isolate the non-evacuated regions if the quality of the vacuum should be decreased.

In order to bring the exit window as close as possible to the sample, an extended
pipe is used. The vacuum window is glued onto an end cup, attached to the
extended pipe, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.

The thickness of the system must be minimized since the proton energy loss is
measured at the end of the path. The beam path after passing the exit window
is shown in Figure 6.2. The thickness of the first air gap is the major source of
scattering, as can be seen in Figure 6.3, which shows the beam spread as a function
of gap thickness.

The procedure used to minimize the separation between the vacuum window
and the sample starts with visual approximation. In order to reduce this critical air
gap, a lateral camera is employed to place the vacuum window and the sample close
to each other. The vacuum window is then focused using a movable transmission
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objective which is calibrated. In this way, the objective can be positioned providing
the desired separation between the vacuum window and the sample. Finally, the
sample is moved towards the vacuum window until the focal plane is reached.
Normally, a separation of 500 �m is employed.
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IRRADIATION CHAMBER

Figure 6.2: Scheme showing the beam path through the irradiation chamber (not
to scale). The arrow shows the beam direction.

Figure 6.3: SRIM (2008) simulations showing the beam spread as a function of the
first air gap thickness.

6.3.6 Single-ion hit system

The LNM data acquisition and beam control system are fully controlled by a CA-
MAC (Computer-Automated Measurement And Control) crate. The software is
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based on the Kmax environment for the development and operation of data acqui-
sition and instrument control. A detailed description of the system can be found
elsewhere [75].

The beam position is controlled by a DAC (Digital-to-Analogue Converter)
card in the CAMAC crate, which can also be clocked externally at any frequency
by means of a TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) signal [76]. The analogue DAC
output voltage drives a scanning amplifier, which sends a current through the beam
scanning coils situated at the irradiation chamber. The actual scanning range is
limited by the scanning magnet current to an area of approximately 4 x 4 mm2

which is determined by the selected gain in the scanning amplifier.
Any predefined pattern of pixels (maximum size 4096 x 4096) can be uploaded

into the system and subsequently used to irradiate the sample. The pattern consists
of black and white pixels, the black ones representing the regions to be irradiated,
and it is scanned line by line in a raster mode (see Figure 6.4 (a)). The TTL signal
driving the scanning amplifier controls the dwell time of the beam in a pixel, i.e.,
the beam remains at a certain pair of irradiation coordinates for the time elapse
at which the TTL signal is low. The falling edge of the TTL signal triggers the
movement of the beam to the next pair of irradiation coordinates. The beam is
usually deflected off the sample between pairs of coordinates to avoid mid-pixel
exposure, and a “settling” delay time is also added for current stabilization. The
beam deflection time is less than 200 ns [67] and the beam dwell time per pixel is
usually 1 to 10 ms. Therefore, the beam blanking time is very short in comparison
to the dwell time. The system is illustrated in Figure 6.4 (b).
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Figure 6.4: (a) The uploaded patterns are used to irradiate the sample in a raster
mode. The black dots represent the regions to be irradiated. (b) Beam position
and beam blanker function scheme.

Figure 6.5 shows the electronics scheme for single-ion irradiation. The irradia-
tion pattern is uploaded into the Kmax software and the beam is positioned at the
first pair of irradiation coordinates. The beam remains in this position until the
desired number of protons is delivered, and subsequently the beam is deflected off
the sample while moving to the next pair of coordinates. This process is repeated
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until the sample has been irradiated according to the predefined pattern, and the
beam is then permanently deflected off the sample.

Figure 6.5: The electronics scheme for single-ion irradiation.

The STIM detector cannot be used when irradiating thick samples. Thus, the
pre-sample charge measurement system [77] is employed which, in normal opera-
tion, measures the average beam current during beam-off periods. The output clock
signal from the DAC is used to trigger the beam blanker. The deposited charge is
thus controlled by varying the amplitude of this signal. A schematic layout of the
electronics can be seen in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Scheme showing the electronics for thick-sample irradiation.
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6.3.7 Cell recognition

Target selection for irradiation is performed using in-house cell recognition software
SeACell. The software is described in more detail in Paper IV and Chapter 7.

The application for single-ion irradiation uses the system’s capability to irra-
diate any uploaded pattern. An on-line image of the living cells is acquired prior
to irradiation and analysed by the SeACell software. The coordinates provided by
the software are then used to create an irradiation pattern, which is subsequently
uploaded into the system.

6.3.8 System targeting accuracy

The TA of the system has to be precisely determined since the irradiation of sub-
cellular compartments is desired. The main factors that influence the accuracy
of the system are beam geometry and aiming accuracy [44, 46]. Beam geometry
includes effects that arise from the initial size and shape of the beam, the effect of
scattering sources and the geometrical arrangement of various elements. Aiming
accuracy addresses factors such as the accuracy with which the targets can be iden-
tified (the cell recognition software), the accuracy of the sample and beam position
(the scanning system), and the ability to align the target.

At the LNM-SIHF, the aiming accuracy depends mainly on the scanning system
and the SeACell software. The coordinates provided by the software are sent to the
scanning system and some uncertainty may occur in the translation. An additional
uncertainty arises from the difference between the scanning system coordinates and
the position at which the particles are finally delivered, i.e., the beam localization
accuracy. Thus, excluding the spatial resolution of the beam, the TA is considered
to be the difference between the image coordinates at which the particles are in-
tended to be delivered and the actual coordinates where the particles are deposited.
Commonly reported values of TA are in the micrometre range (see Table 6.2).

The first attempt to determine the TA of the system was reported in Paper I.
The method employed was to obtain a STIM image of a copper grid and, using
the software developed, irradiate the wires. The difference in energy loss of the
protons between the grid bars and the air gap was studied, taking into account
the energy loss spectrum. The results were not as expected since an additional
peak was observed, associated with the protons scattered at the edges of the wires.
The randomly distributed irradiated regions were not centred or equidistant to the
wires since they were selected using a preliminary version of the cell recognition
software SeACell.

The method described above was refined by the fabrication of two Ni dot arrays
with differently sized dots: 5 �m and 2 �m, separated by 50 �m and 10 �m,
respectively. This study is presented in Paper III. The data analysis, in the vacuum
case, shows a spatial TA not exceeding 5 �m and 97% targeting efficiency. However,
the 2 �m array could not be used to estimate the system accuracy since the beam
diameter exceeded the dot size. In air, neither of the fabricated arrays could be
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successfully employed.
In summary, the sizes chosen for the Ni dot array were too small in comparison

to the beam size. Beam focusing problems result in a micrometre beam spot instead
of the predicted nanometre diameter [66]. Additionally, the fabrication of larger Ni
dot arrays is extremely time consuming, and there is a serious risk that the metal
layer will become detached from the supporting layer due to the side evaporation
effect produced by the metal deposition system [56]. Therefore, CR-39 track etch
film was used to study the TA of the system.

CR-39 is a polymer of allyl diglycol carbonate (C12H18O7) widely used as etched
track type particle detectors for protons since it is highly sensitive to low-LET
particles [78]. CR-39 is commonly employed for TA measurements where ions are
used to irradiate a sample according to a regular pattern. The track of each particle
can be observed after etching the film. The solutions most commonly used to etch
CR-39 are 6.25N NaOH solution at 70∘C [79] and 6N KOH at 70∘C [80]. However,
at the LNM, the CR-39 irradiated samples are etched in 12N KOH at 80∘C for
approximately 10 min as recommended by the provider [46].

Figure 6.7 shows the pattern of irradiation formed by single-pixel dots at dif-
ferent separations using 2.5 MeV protons and an average beam current of approx-
imately 1 nA. In both patterns a downward shift of the last dot column can be
observed, and failures in reproducing the pattern are visible as missing dots (see
Figure 6.7(b)). These effects are due to failures in the beam-scanning system when
large areas are scanned. In air, single-pixel dots separated by approximately 20
�m are only resolved in the Y direction due to beam focusing problems in the X
direction during these experiments.

200 mm

(a)

200 mm

(b)

Figure 6.7: CR-39 track etch film irradiated by a 512 x 512 pixel pattern formed
by single-pixel dots separated by approximately (a) 90 �m and (b) 50 �m. The
circles indicate missing or shifted dots in the pattern.

The minimum field of view of the camera at the irradiation chamber is 480 x
480 pixels, which corresponds to the size of the on-line input image of the living
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cells in the SeACell software. Therefore, the scanning size area required is within
the interval where the mentioned problems arise. Consequently, apart from the
systematic fluctuations in beam focusing, which can be solved, and the reduction
of the irradiation area, the accuracy of the scanning system must be improved in
order to obtain reliable targeting irradiation accuracy at the LNM-SIHF.

Regarding the system’s ability to irradiate subcellular targets, the SeACell fea-
ture of localizing subcellular targets must be complemented with precise system
TA in air. The size of the human hepatoma cell line (HepG2), commonly used
for biological experiments at the LNM-SIHF, is approximately 11 �m. Thus, the
accuracy of the current system does not allow subcellular irradiation. Either the
accuracy of the system must be improved, by reliable scanning system and better
beam focusing, or bigger cell lines must be employed.

6.4 Additional parameters important in cell

irradiation

6.4.1 Irradiation mode: targeted and non-targeted

irradiation

Targeted irradiation implies aiming at and irradiating all the cells in the cell cul-
ture. The target within the cell can be varied, the cytoplasm, the nucleus or other
subcellular compartments, depending on the technical resources available at the
facility and the final biological endpoint being studied.

Non-targeted irradiation occurs when all the cells in a particular sample have
not been directly irradiated or have not been uniformly exposed to radiation. A
simple, standard approach to achieve non-targeted irradiation involves distributing
the incoming particles to form a pattern across the cell culture. The irradiation
of specific cells or cell compartments of certain cells also leads to non-targeted
irradiation regarding the entire culture.

There is some controversy concerning the differences between targeted and non-
targeted irradiation. A pattern may be considered targeted irradiation on a mi-
croscopic scale but not on a macroscopic scale, thus it is a matter of scale. At the
LNM-SIHF all the cells within the culture are never irradiated. Therefore, non-
targeted irradiation is assumed, and refers to a pattern of irradiation of the cell
culture unless otherwise stated. Figure 6.8 shows the differences between targeted
and non-targeted irradiation.

Targeted irradiation requires more advanced technical resources than non-
targeted irradiation since all the cells must be localized before irradiation. How-
ever, some low-dose radiation effects can only be observed following non-targeted
irradiation, for instance, the bystander effect.

Technically, subcellular targeting is the most demanding since this requires
high accuracy during the procedure. Also, a beam size smaller than the cell size is
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required. The cell size depends on the cell line used, and is normally 10 to 20 �m.
Most facilities worldwide have a beam size in air in the micrometre range.

However, some facilities have achieved sub-micron beam sizes, for instance, the
LIPSION facility has reported a beam size of 350 nm in the low-current mode [81].

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Illustration of the difference between targeted and non-targeted irra-
diation. (a) Targeted irradiation: all cells in the culture are targeted, aiming at
the cell nucleus. (b) Non-targeted irradiation: the cell culture is irradiated by a
pattern consisting of three spots in a row. The position of the cell culture at the
time of irradiation determines the number of cells hit.

6.4.2 Throughput

The non-targeted cell irradiation experiments carried out at the LNM-SIHF to date
have consisted of irradiating several dots within the cell culture. These dots are
irradiated in a very short time in comparison with the time required for sample
positioning, i.e., repositioning the three culture dishes that can be accommodated
in the sample holder. Thus, assuming that an average of 6 cells are irradiated
per minute, the throughput is approximately 400 cells/h. However, this is an
underestimation of the system’s capabilities.

A more accurate estimate can be made by considering the time required to ir-
radiate a pattern in CR-39, which depends on the number of dots per pattern and
the dose applied per dot. An irradiation pattern such as the one shown in Figure
6.7(b), assuming an average charge deposition within 10 ms, is completed in less
than one minute. Therefore, since 100 cells can be irradiated per minute, a di-
rect average throughput of approximately 6000 cells/h can be achieved. However,
it should be noted that during the irradiation procedure the culture medium is
removed, and the viability of the cells will be compromised after 5 minutes. There-
fore, cell culture dishes must be replaced every 5 minutes, and a more realistic
throughput is thus approximately 5000 cells/h.

The efficiency of the system has been improved in some facilities by optimizing
the irradiation procedure. Instead of using the common raster-like/line-scan mode
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for the scanning system, extra computing time is used to calculate the fastest path
to irradiate the cells, improving the throughput by up to 60% depending on the
cell number and loop size [82].

6.5 Exposure routine

The protocol for cell irradiation at the LNM-SIHF can be summarized as follows.

1. The transmission microscope objective is placed behind the sample.

2. The origin of the reference system, for all single-cell coordinates, is estab-
lished according to the beam position. (A special sample was created for this
purpose. Further details can be found in Section 8.4.)

3. The cell culture medium is removed from the culture dishes. The dishes are
then loaded into the sample holder.

4. The sample holder is positioned on the translation stage in the irradiation
chamber.

5. The cells to be targeted within the objective’s field of vision are localized using
the SeACell software. Thus, the number of cells and their coordinates are
determined, as well as the targeting mode: uniform, subcellular, site-specific
(nucleus or cytoplasm) or patterned targeting.

6. The transmission microscope objective is replace by the detector.

7. The targeted coordinates are sent to the scanning system. The single-ion hit
electronics described previously allows the scanning system to position the
beam at the selected coordinates with the condition that the beam is only
active at the positions where a cell has been found. The rest of the time, the
beam is off the sample.

8. The number of protons to be delivered to each targeted cell is selected.

9. The selected cells are irradiated.

10. The sample holder containing the culture dishes is removed from the irradi-
ation chamber and fresh culture medium is added to the irradiated cells.
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7

Development of routines to locate

the cell position

SIHF systems must be fully automated throughout the irradiation process due
to technical issues related to the use of living cells. Target identification is the
first step. Commonly, nuclear and/or cytoplasmic stains are used to image cells.
However, these can change the nature of the subcellular compartment being anal-
ysed. For example, DNA-labelling dyes can have radio protective effects due to the
scavenging of hydroxyl radicals and possibly other unknown mechanisms [83].

Cell recognition algorithms are commercially available. However, they are not
compatible with microprobe control software, thus in-house code has to be devel-
oped. For instance, the recognition software used at GSI in Germany and CENBG
in France, was written as a plug-in for the commercial image processing program
Image Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics Inc., Silver Spring, MD, USA) [43,46].

At the LNM-SIHF, the SeACell software was developed in-house for on-line cell
recognition and localization. No stain is used for imaging purposes at the LNM-
SIHF, and non-stained cells can be identified in a short time, with high efficiency.
The program has been developed using common image processing routines in IDL
6.2 language [84]. Therefore, SeACell can be run on any computer equipped with
an IDL Virtual Machine.

7.1 Automatic cell recognition algorithms

Several algorithms have been implemented for automatic cell recognition providing
the coordinates of the centre of each located cell. This automatic cell recognition
procedure is based on a set of linked procedures which consists of the application
of morphological filters to the input image.

The software efficiency is obtained by calculating the percentage of cells located
by the program versus the total number of cells in a set of input images. This value
is highly dependent on the input image.
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7.1.1 Preliminary cell recognition

This algorithm performs rough cell recognition, and is based on two basic things.

✵ Threshold and scaling filter: A threshold value is selected using an intensity
histogram of the image. This threshold value is used as the lower (or upper)
limit to discard some image pixels and rescale the remaining ones creating a
greyscale image.

✵ Erode/Dilate operator: Image details that do not match the “structuring
element” are eliminated. The structuring element is designed to simulate the
shape of cells and therefore, a disc is usually chosen.

This preliminary algorithm has a few drawbacks: a single cell can be identified
and localized twice, noise can be considered as a target, and overlapping objects
can be regarded as single objects. Therefore, further image processing is needed.

7.1.2 The cell validation algorithm

The automatic procedure for cell recognition is completed by a cell validation rou-
tine, which can be applied multiple times if required. The target is defined by the
intersection of two erosion operators based on hit and miss structuring elements.
The hit structuring element is chosen to match the size and shape of the cell. The
miss structuring element is used to check the separation between cells and the
number of hits per cell.

The function of this algorithm is explained more extensively in Paper VI.

7.1.3 Cell selection by area distribution

Additionally, cell selection can be performed by area distribution before or after
the cell validation algorithm. This procedure is completed in two steps.

❑ Localized cells that depart from a certain distribution are excluded. Usually,
the probability distribution function of the detected areas follows a log-normal
distribution.

❑ Detected regions are selected or discarded attending to their R value, which
is defined as the ratio between the area and the perimeter of each region.

The function of this algorithm is explained more extensively in Paper I.

7.2 Manual cell recognition

The automatic cell recognition procedure described above provides the coordinates
of all the cells appearing in the input image. However, studies on the bystander
effect require non-targeted cell irradiation in which not all the cells are irradiated.
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Therefore, manual cell recognition was implemented. No algorithm is used but
the user selects the targeted cell and the region where the cell is to be irradiated.
However, manual target selection may be time-consuming and an expert may be
required for complicated images.

The automatic cell validation algorithm is exploited for bystander studies using
the so-called “dynamic cell targeting”. This software feature offers a clear advan-
tage to the manual cell recognition since cells with the desired characteristics can
automatically be identified by modifying the size parameter of the hit and miss
structuring element.

7.3 Other application: Evaluation of irradiation

damage

An easy-to-use application of the software includes cell damage evaluation after �
source irradiation. Bystander effects in human hepatoma cells following � irradia-
tion have been studied at the Bio-Medical Centre (BMC) at Lund University [9].
In order to investigate the cells after irradiation two stains are used: Hoechst 33342
and propidium iodine (PI). Hoechst stain is used to determine the number of living
cells in the cell colony, and the nucleus-staining dye PI is used to count the number
of dead cells. The proportion of dead cells is calculated as the ratio between the
cells stained with PI and the cells stained with Hoechst, and is given by the SeACell
software.

Thus, the developed SeACell software can be used as a cell counter, allowing
users to obtain statistical data for specific biological experiments.

7.4 The SeACell user interface

Figure 7.1 shows a screen shot of the SeACell software, which will be described
below.

7.4.1 Choice of algorithm

The software interface contains two buttons to allow the user to choose between
automatic and manual cell recognition.

A third button is used to transfer the coordinates of the cells to the CAMAC
control system of the LNM-SIHF.

Cell selection by area distribution has not been integrated into the software
since it is not commonly used.
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Figure 7.1: Screen shot of the SeACell software, where an image of the artificial
cell sample has been analysed. The red crosses indicate the localized cells. The
upper right image shows the intensity histogram of the input image.

7.4.2 Data output

The input images are visualized in a large image together with the results of the
cell recognition procedure. The intensity histogram of the input image is shown in
a smaller image (see Figure 7.1) in which the number of pixels, at each intensity
value found in the input image, is plotted versus pixel intensity values.

The number of cells located is given in a window. Since the software can also
be used as a cell counter, the total area (in pixels) and the perimeter occupied by
the cells is also given.

7.4.3 Drop-down menus

Three drop-down menus have been implemented.

File

This drop-down menu offers basic features:
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❑ Open - A dialogue box appears for uploading the image to be analysed. The
preferred image format is jpeg.

❑ Save - Modifications for image improvement applied to the input image by
the user can be saved.

❑ Exit - This option is used to terminate the program.

Tools

A colour display table is activated with this menu. Changing the input image
colour may be as effective as applying an image filter since some image features
may be enhanced.

Filters

Low frequencies represent gradual variations in an image and they determine the
overall shape or pattern in the image. High frequencies correspond to abrupt
variations and provide image details. However, they are often contaminated by
spurious effects due to noise.

Image filters enhance image features that improve the quality of the input image
and therefore, the efficiency of the program. An image filter is defined by a kernel
(a small array) which is applied to each pixel and its neighbours in an image. The
process used to apply filters to an image is known as convolution, and may be
applied in either the spatial or the frequency domain. The entire image is modified
by multiplying the elements of the kernel by the corresponding pixel values when
the kernel is centred over a pixel. The average of the resulting array elements
replaces the original pixel value.

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) transform an image between the spatial and
frequency domains. In the frequency domain, the convolution is called windowing
and it is performed by multiplying the FFT of the image by the FFT of the kernel.
The result is then transformed back into the spatial domain.

There is no single recipe for image improvement, and the order in which the
filters are applied to the input image may influence the final result. The filters are
classified by their main application [84].

❑ Edge detection: An edge is detected when a steep gradient occurs be-
tween adjacent pixel values. This gradient is measured calculating the first
derivatives (or slopes) of an image. Four filters have been implemented which
compute derivatives in any selected direction:
- Direct: This filter computes the first derivatives of an image. An example
of the filter function can be seen in Figure 7.2.
- Laplace: This filter calculates the second derivatives of an image, i.e. the
rate at which the first derivatives change. This helps to determine if a change
in adjacent pixel values is an edge or a continuous progression.
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- Robert: This filter computes a first-order partial derivative of an image [85].
- Sobel: This filter calculates the first derivatives of an image with slightly
superior noise-suppression characteristics [85].

100 mm(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: (a) Image of cells from a human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell
line (A549). (b) Cell edges have been enhanced by applying a direct filter. The
image contrast has been modified to make the features of the filter clearer.

❑ Sharpening : An image is sharpened when the contrast between bright and
dark regions is enhanced. The sharpening process consists of the application
of a high-pass filter, which tends to retain the high-frequency information
while reducing the low-frequency information in an image. Two sharpening
filters can be used.
- High-pass: This filter is implemented using a kernel designed to increase
the brightness of the centre pixel relative to neighbouring ones.
- Sharp: The kernel of this filter is similar to the high-pass one but the central
value has more weight.

❑ Smoothing : Smoothing filters are often used to reduce noise or to produce a
less pixelated image. An image is smoothed by the application of a low-pass
filter, which decreases the disparity between pixel values by averaging nearby
pixels. Three different filters are including in this drop-down sub-menu:
- Low-pass: This filter retains the low-frequency information in an image
while reducing the high-frequency information.
- Smooth: This filter replaces each point with the average value of the neigh-
bouring n pixels.
- Median: This filter replaces each point with the median of neighbouring n
pixels. It is very effective in removing isolated high or low noise values since
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it does not blur edges larger than the neighbourhood. An example of the
filter function can be seen in Figure 7.3.

100 mm(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: (a) Image of cells from a human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell
line (A549). (b) The image has been smoothed with a median filter. The image
contrast has been modified to make the features of the filter clearer.

100 mm(a) (b) (c)(b)

Figure 7.4: (a) Image of cells from a human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell
line (A549). (b) The background noise has been removed by applying a Lee filter.
(c) Cell structures can be enhanced by combining the original and filtered images.
The image contrast has been modified to make the features of the filter clearer.

❑ Remove noise: - FFT: The image is transformed into the frequency domain
and thresholded to remove the noise.
- Hanning: This filter removes background noise and retains the low-frequency
information in the image.
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- Lee: This adaptive filter removes background noise. An example of the
filter function can be seen in Figure 7.4.

7.4.4 User guide

In order to facilitate the use of the SeACell software, a simplified user guide is
constantly visible when the program is running. The instructions are given below.

Use the FILE menu to open the image to be analysed. Jpeg images are preferred.
The TOOLS menu allows the colour display to be changed.
The FILTERS menu contains various image filters that can improve the quality of
the input image.

A modified input image must be saved and re-opened before Automatic or
Manual cell recognition can be applied.

Automatic cell recognition can be repeated as many times as required with
different threshold values by clicking the appropriate button.

For Manual cell recognition, the target is selected by positioning the mouse
over the centre of the cell and pressing the left mouse button. To complete the
procedure, press the right mouse button.

The button ”Coordinates to KMaX” is clicked to upload the targeted coordi-
nates into the LNM-SIHF software system.
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Custom tools for the LNM-SIHF

8.1 “Petri-type” dishes for irradiation

Specially developed Petri-type dishes allow the position of cell growth to be con-
trolled to a certain degree. The cells can be confined by fabricating very small
structures on the floor of the dish. In order to evaluate the damage to a single cell,
the position of each cell must be determined before and after irradiation, i.e., the
location of each cell should be maintained facilitating repeated access to them.

The irradiation dishes developed in this work have the advantage of being suit-
able for both cell incubation and holding the cells during irradiation. The cells are
thus grown and irradiated on the same surface, which is an important technical
advantage.

8.1.1 Custom-designed dishes for targeted irradiation

Several techniques were evaluated to fabricate the dishes. The first promising op-
tion was the use of soft lithography techniques in combination with polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) as fabrication material. PDMS is deformable, homogeneous
and durable elastomer consisting of repeating units of OSi(CH3)2-. After oxygen
plasma treatment its surface becomes hydrophilic and is therefore cell friendly.

Special masks were fabricated to confine one cell in the PDMS structure by
replica moulding. The result can be seen in Figure 8.1. However, the post-cell
detection system at the LNM-SIHF restricts the thickness of the irradiation dishes,
and as the fabrication technique used did not permit the thickness of the PDMS
to be changed, this method was abandoned.

An alternative approach was used employing UV lithography in combination
with the epoxy-based photopolymer SU-8 [18] as fabrication material, to obtain
irradiation dishes with the desired thickness. The cell-friendly SU-8 dishes consist
of a supporting layer with a thickness of approximately 5 �m, with 5 �m walls
forming the structure. The entire structure occupies an area of 2 by 2 mm2 and
contains 400 squares of 80 x 80 �m, separated from the neighbouring ones by 20
�m wide walls. Each square can be identified by a row letter and column number
printed outside the grid.
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In order to supply the cell with the necessary culture medium, the SU-8 irradia-
tion dish is glued onto a polystyrene cup forming an effective area of approximately
�/4 cm2.

(b)

10 mm100 mm

(a)

Figure 8.1: Tests were performed to check the viability of PDMS as fabrication
material for an irradiation dish using the Chinese hamster V79 cell line. (a) The
cell viability depends on the surface; only the hydrophilic part is suitable for cell
growth. (b) PDMS irradiation dish where one cell can be grown in isolation. The
effective culture area was 25 mm2 and consists of circles 20 �m in diameter, 50 �m
in depth, separated by 10 �m.

Details concerning the fabrication and performance of the SU-8 irradiation dish
are given in Paper II.

8.1.2 Custom-designed dishes for non-targeted irradiation

High throughput is required for non-targeted irradiation experiments. The fabri-
cation of the SU-8 irradiation dishes, designed for targeted irradiation, was time
consuming. Moreover, they offered no advantages, and simpler approaches provid-
ing a larger effective culture area were therefore investigated.

Thin SU-8 film

A thin (5 �m) SU-8 film was used as the growing surface, without any pattern or
barriers. The fabrication procedure was quite fast as only one UV exposure was
required per irradiation “dish”. The dish was manufactured by spin-coating a 5
�m SU-8 (2005) film on an optical glass. Then, the sample was soft baked and
flood exposed with UV light. After exposure, the resist was post-baked. In order
to lift the irradiation film off the glass, the sample was introduced into a NH3:H2O
(1:1) + 3% H2O2 solution. Finally, the thin film was glued onto a polystyrene cap
providing a cell culture area of approximately �/4 cm2. Figure 8.2(a) shows the
custom-made SU-8 irradiation dish.
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Figure 8.2: Custom-made “dishes” for non-targeted irradiation, mounted in their
respective supports: (a) SU-8 and (b) Polypropylene.

Polypropylene

An 8 �m thick polypropylene layer, purchased from Goodfellow (England) [86], was
used to culture the cells. This layer is attached by heat treatment to a polypropy-
lene holder, 0.2 mm in thickness with a 7 mm radius hole. The effective culture
area is thus �/2 cm2. Figure 8.2(b) shows the polypropylene irradiation dish.

8.2 Artificial cell sample

Working with living cells is challenging since they need a controlled environment at
a specific temperature and CO2 concentration to maintain their viability. Removal
of the cell culture medium prior to irradiation deprives the cells of their vital
nutrients. They then start to die and detach from the surface in which they are
growing. Consequently, the time available for the adjustment of the equipment and
execution of the experiments is limited.

In order to solve this problem, a semi-realistic scenario was developed by the
fabrication of an artificial cell sample in which the shape and size of the cells were
maintained. The sample was manufactured by embedding living cells in the SU-8
photoresist and exposing them to UV radiation.

This artificial cell sample has been used for the following applications.

❑ To test the in-house cell recognition software, SeACell, in vivo. The imple-
mented algorithm allows the parameterization of the cell shape and size when
growing in the irradiation dishes (SU-8 or polypropylene).

❑ To test the illumination system, at the irradiation chamber, taking advantage
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of the optical transparency of the resist.

❑ To calibrate the position of the selectable objectives (20X and 50X) used for
sample inspection.

Paper III describes sample fabrication and its features in detail. The function
of the SeACell software using the artificial cell sample is described in Paper VI.

8.3 Ni dot array

A custom-made sample was created to test the TA of the system. It was manufac-
tured by UV lithography and EBL techniques using the photopolymers SU-8 and
PMMA as fabrication materials. The two arrays have 5 �m and 2 �m diameter
dots separated by 50 �m and 10 �m, respectively. For location purposes a cross
formed by 70 �m x 20 �m lines, visible without a magnification lens, was also
printed in the photopolymer.

These Ni dot arrays can also be used to estimate the beam size. However,
they do not provide any information when the beam size is larger than the sample
structures.

Paper III describes the sample fabrication and gives an account of the measured
TA of the system.

8.4 Reference cross

A calibration sample was manufactured to establish the coordinates of the irradia-
tion point in all the microscopes where the cells are inspected. The sample consists
of a cross printed in the photopolymer SU-8 by UV lithography. The lines were
100 �m thick.
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Biological applications at the

LNM-SIHF

Collaboration has been established between BMC and the Engineering Faculty
(LTH) at Lund University. The purpose of this is to investigate the importance of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in bystander cells following proton irradiation.

ROS are normally produced as a by-product of metabolism and are also consid-
ered to act as signal molecules in intracellular communication [87]. The production
of ROS, which include superoxide anions (O−

2 ), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hy-
droxil radical (OH⋅), can be initiated in human cells by � particle irradiation [88].
An uncontrolled increase in the amount of ROS, either in the culture medium or
intracellularly, will damage DNA in bystander cells [26]. In addition, high concen-
trations of ROS can also induce cell cycle arrest, senescence and cell death [89,90].

The cell protective effects of A1M against this process has been studied as there
is evidence indicating that A1M is involved in the defence against oxidation caused
by ROS [91].

9.1 The human hepatoma cell line

The cell line used for this research is the human hepatoma cell line (HepG2). This
cell line was established in 1975 from the tumour tissue of a 15-year-old Argentinean
boy with hepatocellular carcinoma. HepG2 cells are adherent, epithelial-like cells,
growing as monolayer and in small aggregates. The population doubling time is
approximately 50 to 60 hours [92].

Human hepatoma cells have been employed in several research studies. The
SMMC-7721 cell line has been used to study the genotoxic effects of heavy-ion
irradiation using single-cell electrophoresis [93]. Alterations in the cell cycle of the
HepG2 cell line has been studied after 60Co -irradiation, showing that cell growth
is inhibited in a dose-dependent manner [94]. Moreover, photo-irradiation, using
a 130 mW, 808 nm GaAlAs continuous-wave laser, has also been reported to have
an inhibitory effect on cell proliferation [95].
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9.2 The oxidation-sensitive probe H2DCFDA

In order to investigate the oxidative status of the bystander cells, the oxidation-
sensitive probe 2´,7´-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA) was used.
After being added to the culture medium, this probe passes freely across the cell
membrane and is cleaved intracellularly by esterases. Therefore, it is unable to
cross back over the cell membrane, according to the manufacturer (Invitrogen [96]).
Oxidative products formed and released by cells exposed to radiation have the
ability to oxidise the intracellularly loaded probe. Consequently, the probe sends
out fluorescent light that can be detected by fluorescence microscopy.

The use of the cell dye H2DCFDA does not affect or facilitate the visualization
of the cells prior to irradiation. Thus, a non-stained imaging system is still assumed
at the LNM-SIHF.

9.3 Dose calculation

The absorbed dose can be obtained in terms of the fluence by applying the following
formula:

Dose[Gy] =
1.6 ⋅ 10−9 ⋅ LET [keV/�m] ⋅ Fluence[particles/cm2]

�[g/cm3]
(9.1)

The LET of the incoming particle can be obtained, for example, using the
program SRIM [16] with water as a target.

The fluence is related to the targeted area. The HepG2 cell line has a measured
average cell area of 140 �m2 [56]. Assuming an effective irradiation energy of 2.5
MeV at the cell monolayer, protons in water have an LET value of approximately
13.92 keV/�m. Therefore,

Dose per particle = 0.016 Gy

Consequently, the maximum dose that can be delivered to a cell in the low-dose
range, i.e., less than 0.2 Gy [21], is equivalent to approximately 12 protons.

This calculation does not include the finite width of an ion’s track due to the
lateral extension resulting from secondary electrons. This contribution can not
be neglected for high-charge and high-energy particles since the geometrical cross-
sectional area of the track exceeds the cross-sectional area of the cell. Consequently,
the additional interactions can damage neighbouring cells or contribute to the
bystander effect on cytoplasm.

The concept of radial dose is introduced to estimate the number of particle-track
traversals per cell taking into account the contribution of the secondary electrons.
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The effective area of a particle track, Atrack, is defined by the average radial distri-
bution in ionization and an appropriate cut-off value of the radial dose, Dcut [13]:

Atrack = � ⋅ (rtrack + rcell)
2

where rtrack is the radius of the track at the cut-off and rcell the cell radius. The
use of average quantities ignores stochastic variations, but the radial dose also
neglects the increased biological effectiveness observed with low-energy electron
fields. However, a reasonable estimate of the number of traversals is obtained.

The proximity effect is negligible for MeV protons and keV heavy ions since
the energy is deposited within a radius of a nanometre [20]. Thus, the energy
dissipated by secondary recoils can be neglected. Therefore, in the context of this
thesis, where 2.5 MeV protons are used, Equation 9.1 provides a suitable dose
estimate.

9.4 Preliminary results

HepG2 cells were cultured in thin film SU-8 irradiation dishes until they reached a
confluent state. One hour prior to irradiation, the cells were loaded with the probe
H2DCFDA (3 �M concentration), incubated at 37∘C for 30 minutes, washed and
resuspended in fresh medium.

10 mm

Figure 9.1: Oxidation levels approximately 24 hours after irradiation with single
proton (∼ 0.02 Gy).

Non-targeted irradiation was carried out in the absence of medium for the
technical reasons discussed above. The cell cultures were exposed to 2.5 MeV
focused protons in a single spot using a range of low doses, from 0.02 to 0.5 Gy.
Two irradiation dishes were irradiated at each dose and a third one was used as
a control sample. The control sample was exposed to the same protocol but no
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protons were deposited in this sample. After irradiation, the cells were re-suspended
in fresh culture medium. The induction of oxidation of the redox-sensitive probe
H2DCFDA was analysed using a fluorescence microscope. Figure 9.1 shows the
damage caused to a single cell by single-proton irradiation.

The cell irradiation experiments carried out at the LNM-SIHF are explained
extensively in Paper V.

9.5 Project status and future outlook

Further experiments are required to understand which processes lead to cell dead
after irradiation. Data from several replicate experiments did not show cell damage
concentrated in one spot, but a high background was observed in all the samples
including the control one as can be seen in Figure 9.2. This fact indicates the
existence of some mechanism, independent of the irradiation procedure, which pro-
duces extra oxidation. For instance, the cells were transported from the BMC to
the LNM-SIHF, suffering temperature changes during the way which may cause
stress.

100 mm(a) (b)

Figure 9.2: Oxidation levels approximately 3 hours after irradiation. (a) Control
sample. (b) Irradiated sample: 0.1 Gy in a single spot.

The strategy chosen was based on the assumption that the cells should be as
stress-free as possible to avoid undesiderable confounding factors that could influ-
ence the results. Thus, the project was focused on studying the bystander cell
response to radiation in detail. Therefore, an � source was employed to simplify
the irradiation procedure, avoiding the trip between facilities. Additionally, com-
mercially available culture dishes were employed for the experiments. Finally, in
order to check the amount of living and dead cells, new probes were purchased:
Hoechst 33342 and PI.
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These simplified experiments have shown an increase in cell death of both ir-
radiated and bystander cells. Moreover, an increase in apoptosis, protein carbonyl
groups and expression of the stress response genes heme oxygenase-1, p21 and p53
was observed. Additionally, A1M reduced the amount of dead cells and inhibited
apoptosis, the formation of carbonyl groups and upregulation of heme oxygenase-1,
p21 and p53 [9].

The next step is to verify these results by performing proton irradiation at the
LNM-SIHF.
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Popular scientific summary

A Single-Ion Hit Facility (SIHF) consists of a custom-build facility based in particle
accelerators which offers irradiation controlling the number of delivered particles
with a precise targeting localization. The irradiation spot can be confined down
to the nanometre scale allowing the irradiation of subcellular compartments with
a single particle. Therefore, these facilities have become a very powerful tool for
biological applications specifically to study low-dose radiation effects on living cells.

A SIHF has been created at the Lund Nuclear Microprobe (LNM-SIHF) and, in
order to make it operational, several tools were fabricated. These tools included the
necessary software for cell recognition, custom-designed Petri-type dishes suitable
for cell culture and irradiation, and other tools which allow the evaluation of the
system. Additionally, the importance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in bystander
cells after non-targeted proton irradiation was investigated on the human hepatoma
cell line (HepG2).

In-house implemented software, SeACell, provides on-line cell recognition and
localization in a short time and high efficiency without the use of cell-staining dyes.
The program was developed using IDL 6.2 language, and includes automated and
manual targeting selection through a user-friendly interface. In addition, table
colour display and filter drop-down menus were added to improve the quality of
the input image if required.

Custom-designed irradiation dishes permit controlling the cells growth position
by confining them through limiting structures on the floor of the dish and therefore,
facilitating repeated access to the cell position. The epoxy-based photopolymer SU-
8 was patterned by UV lithography technique producing irradiation dishes, with a
supporting layer of approximately 5 �m thick, where 5 �m height walls were used
to form the limiting structure. The entire structure contains 400 squares that can
be located by a row letter and column number printed outside the grid.

Other tools were manufactured by UV large exposure and the SU-8 photoresist:
an artificial cell sample, which offered a semi-realistic scenario to test the system’s
capability, and a calibration sample used to establish the coordinates of the irradi-
ation point in all the microscopes in which the cells were inspected. Also, two Ni
dot arrays were fabricated using electron beam lithography to test the targeting
accuracy of the system.
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Abstract

The CELLION project is directed towards the studies on cellular response to targeted single ions. This paper gives an account of the
modifications made at the Lund sub-micron beam line in order to create a Single Ion Hit Facility for biological applications within the
CELLION project.

The most relevant new feature is the specially developed software used to locate the cells. A program for cell recognition and local-
ization that gives the coordinates of the centre of the cells has been designed. The recognition is made online. A picture taken by a micro-
scope is used as input parameter for the recognition program. Using V79 Chinese hamster cells, the recognition procedure can be done in
less than 0.5 s for a picture size of 800 · 600 pixels with approximately 96% efficiency.

This paper also reports target accuracy test results and the first non-targeted irradiation procedure performed at the Lund sub-micron
beam line.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: CELLION; Single ions; Cell; Irradiation
1. Introduction

The CELLION project was designed to investigate the
different aspects of cellular response to targeted single ions.
The final aim of the project is to study low dose radiation
effects, and further the relation between low dose radiation
and radiotherapy. Several institutions in Europe are dedi-
cated to this objective and a few of them are already oper-
ational like the Gray Cancer Institute in the UK [1,2] or
GSI in Germany [3]. These facilities are leading the knowl-
edge race and setting the research lines for the other insti-
tutions. For instance, the Gray Cancer Institute is already
studying which part of the cells (cytoplasm, nucleus, mem-
brane, etc) is triggering the response of the cell to the irra-
diation process, and thus should be considered as the
actual target for the incoming protons [4].
0168-583X/$ - see front matter � 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.nimb.2007.01.255
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The Lund Nuclear Probe has been subjected to some
modifications to create a Single Ion Hit Facility. For the
facilities still under development, the questions established
by the leading institutions can direct in a more efficient way
the modifications which should be done to achieve a full
operational state. In addition, these institutions define the
important parameters that should be checked for a correct
performance of the facility: target accuracy, speed of the
irradiation procedure, and so on [3,4].

The Lund Single Ion Hit Facility is currently operative.
This paper describes the system operation and tests the key
parameters to perform cell irradiation. In addition, there is
an alternative to single ion irradiation: non-target irradia-
tion, which has been achieved successfully at the Lund
facility.

2. System description

The Lund Nuclear Probe is using a 3 MeV single-ended
Pelletron electrostatic accelerator. The sub-micron beam

mailto:natalia.arteaga@nuclear.lu.se
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line uses a two stage beam focusing system with a doublet
at each stage. In the first stage the beam is focused into an
intermediate chamber. The virtual image created at the first
stage is used as a virtual object for the second stage [5]. A
fast beam deflecting system, which consists of two parallel
metal plates connected to a high voltage generator, is used
to switch off the beam on demand. This system has an acti-
vation speed of 200 ns [6].

The irradiation chamber at the sub-micron beam line
has been adapted for biological experiments by extracting
the beam to the atmospheric environment. Vacuum win-
dow key requirements are low beam induced background
emission, radiation damage resistance, minimized strag-
gling production and minimum thickness. In our system
a 200 nm (1.5 · 1.5 mm) Si3N4 layer is used as vacuum win-
dow. This material is used at other facilities [3,7] but also a
Mylar foil can fulfil the requirements [1,8]. The beam qual-
ity deteriorates outside the vacuum system due to scatter-
ing processes in air; thus, the distance which the beam
travels through air has to be minimised. An extensible pipe
brings the beam close to the sample in order to minimize
the air gap (Fig. 1). Occasional damage of the vacuum sys-
tem can occur by the breakage of the vacuum window. To
avoid accelerator damage a vacuum guard has been
installed. When the vacuum sensor detects a vacuum level
higher than 10�3 mbar, all valves are closed immediately.

The magnetic scanning system [9], positioned inside the
irradiation chamber, allows us to direct the ion beam
towards the desired cell coordinates. A silicon surface bar-
rier detector is used to detect the protons that have passed
the cells, post cell detection.

A microscope connected to a CCD camera is located at
the end of the experimental chamber. The detector as well
as several objective lenses with different magnifications are
mounted on a movable platform. In order to visualize the
cells, the detector position is replaced by the selected
objective.
Fig. 1. Picture of the most important components at the irradiation
chamber.
A more detailed description of the beam line can be
found in previous papers [9,10].

A vital requirement for single ion detection is to have a
low beam current. Since single protons are needed, the cur-
rent is limited by closing the object and aperture slits to the
beam intensity of 1000 ions per second. The beam deflec-
tion system combined with the after target particle detector
is used to prevent secondary hits, i.e. to limit the dose
applied: once a cell has been irradiated, the beam is
blanked while the magnetic steerers prepares for the posi-
tion of the next cell.
3. Cell recognition software

Once the dish with the cells is positioned vertically on
the sample holder and visualized, a picture is captured.
The system operation begins by introducing this picture
as an input parameter into the cell recognition program.
The recognition is made online using the specific imple-
mented software written in IDL language [11]. The goal
is to obtain the central coordinates of the cells identified.
Since non-stained cells have been used so far and the pro-
cedure is not completely optimized, our main purpose at
the moment is to identify and locate the cells as single enti-
ties, i.e. we do not intend yet to distinguish between cyto-
plasm and nucleus. Usually, the cells are darker than the
background; thus, applying a threshold we can select the
darker regions which thereafter are labelled as probable
cells. Among the cell candidates there can also be water
drops, bubbles, dead cell fragments, etc. Thus, we need a
selective procedure that can identify the real cells.

The probability distribution function (PDF) of the areas
of each detected region was studied. Fig. 2 shows that,
overall, the function follows a log-normal distribution.
This kind of distribution is expected if a variable is the
product of a large number of independent, identically-dis-
tributed variables [12]. The population doubling level of a
Fig. 2. Probability distribution function of the areas of the cell candidates.
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cell culture is based on the assumption that the population
increases exponentially. Each cell undergoes sequential
symmetric divisions and at the end of N generations, each
cell produces 2N cells. Since the areas correspond to 2N cells
instead of N, the distribution that the areas follows is log-
normal and not just Gaussian [13].

Notice that the areas below 10 depart substantially from
the distribution that the values above 10 follow. This likely
means that they do not correspond to real cells but rather
to cell fragments or just noise in the detection procedure.
Consequently, all the cell candidates which do not follow
the log-normal distribution are excluded.

However, not all the remaining regions are real cells.
Therefore, we need another criterion in order to pin down
the actual cells. We can use the parameter R, which we
defined as the ratio between the area and the perimeter of
a cell candidate. Cells have a preferred ratio and this is dif-
ferent from the R that other particles prefer. For a drop of
water (spherical shape) the R values are expected to follow
the relation: R � perimeter

4p . In the cells case, since the cells
shape is more irregular, a different relation is expected:
R < perimeter

4p . Thus, attending to this R parameter, all the
regions that differ from the mean by more than a certain
fraction of standard deviation are also discarded. The
remaining regions are considered real cells since they have
approximately the same R value.

The appropriate value for the standard deviation was
chosen following Fig. 3, where a study of the relation
between the efficiency and the standard deviation values
is shown. The best results were obtained for a value of 1r.

Afterwards, the coordinates of the centres of the selected
cells are transferred to the beam positioning system in a text
file form. The text file contains a complete list of all image
pixel coordinates (x, y). The controlling software reads the
coordinates of the pixels that contain the centre of the cells
to be irradiated, and thereafter sends its coordinates to
CAMAC (Data Acquisition System) where they can be
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Fig. 3. Diagram showing the program efficiency in recognising real cells
versus possible fractions of the standard deviation of the PDF of the R

(area/perimeter) parameter.
clocked with any frequency [14]. The scanning magnet con-
troller receives position information and directs the beam.

The cells used for the analysis of the performance of the
program were V79 Chinese hamster cells. In Fig. 4, the ori-
ginal image (800 · 600 pixels) and the results after process-
ing can be seen. It should be mentioned that the picture was
taken after trypsinization and the cells were not attached to
the surface. That is the reason why they appear to have cir-
cular shape.

The recognition procedure for this picture is done in
0.2 s and the conversion to a text file in 0.3 s. The total pro-
cedure takes 0.5 s to be completed. The efficiency of the
program is calculated counting the real number of cells in
the picture and the number of real cells detected by the pro-
gram. The ratio between these parameters defines the effi-
ciency which in this case is 96% ± 4%. Some cell
fragments are still considered as possible targets and some
cells are missed as well. The program has been tested only
with this image; thus, more input data is required in order
to establish new parameters or criteria which can improve
the performance of the program.

It is important to mention that the irradiation of the
medium where the cells are kept can produce the activation
of some free radicals. These may trigger some response
from the cells. Since this effect has not been completely
understood yet, it is crucial to target only the real cells
and no other particles.

4. Target accuracy

In order to check the target accuracy of the system as
well as the capability of the routine to locate the cells, scan-
ning transmission ion microscopy (STIM) images were
used. A copper grid was imaged in vacuum. These images
were introduced into the cell recognition software to locate
some points of the grid bars which we wanted to target
(Fig. 5(a)). The white crosses show the places where the
system is supposed to locate a proton. The beam is scanned
over the sample and an energy loss spectrum is recorded
(see Fig. 5(b)). This method was utilized previously at the
GSI facility [15].

Two peaks where expected a priori. The peak associated
with the protons that hit the grid bars is located at the
lower energies. The second peak corresponds to the pro-
tons which pass through the grid holes without energy loss.
Most of the protons fall inside the first peak but also some
‘‘miss’’ protons are detected. Besides, an additional peak is
detected, which can be explained assuming that some pro-
tons hit the edges of the grid bars. In order to evaluate the
hit accuracy we calculate the ratio between the number of
protons which hit the bar and the total amount of protons
detected. The hit rate was estimated to be close to 90%.
However, the beam focusing was not optimized during
the experiment and the beam size was 7 lm in the X direc-
tion and 7 lm in the Y direction. The beam size is modified
when the protons are travelling through air even if the air
gap between the vacuum window and the sample is



Fig. 4. Demonstration of the functioning of the cell recognition program. The original image (a) is displayed along with the processed one (b).
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reduced. The accuracy of the system in vacuum must be
improved, the test in air case remains to be done.

5. Irradiation

Technical and biological requirements are needed to
develop an irradiation system for living cells. In order to
evaluate the response of the cells to irradiation, it is very
important to avoid procedures that can modify their natural
state, i.e. the manipulation of the cells should be done with-
out disturbing the function of the system. Otherwise factors
unrelated to the irradiation process might influence the
results. A wet environment as well as a good oxygen supply
are important elements for the cell culture to stay healthy.
5.1. Technical issues

The cells used for the experiments are cultivated and
analysed in a building situated at 5 min walk distance from
the Lund Nuclear Probe. The survival of the cells was stud-
ied independently of the irradiation process. No increase in
the cell mortality rate as a result of the transportation or
the exposure to the facility environment was identified.

The Petri dish used to hold the cells has been fabricated
using a very simple arrangement. A Si3N4 layer (200 nm
thick) has been glued to the bottom of a polystyrene cup
which fits into the sample holder. The culture medium is
removed from the dish prior to the irradiation to ensure
the detection of the protons after passing through the tar-
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Fig. 6. Energy loss spectrum recorded and pattern stamped into the cell
culture during the non-target irradiation procedure.
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get. New medium is added after the irradiation; neverthe-
less, the irradiation procedure should be done as fast as
possible because the cells need nutrients, oxygen and a
wet environment.

The first cell irradiation carried out at the Lund Nuclear
Probe has been non-targeted irradiation. Hepatoma cells
(HepG2) were seeded and incubated one day before the
irradiation. Previous to the irradiation procedure, the cells
where observed at the microscope. They looked confluent
and forming a homogenous layer above the surface. The
pattern used is shown in Fig. 6. The pattern has 19 points
and each dot in the pattern corresponds to two protons of
2.5 MeV except the points in the corners which receive an
extra proton. The cell irradiation was recorded as an event
file. These files contain information about the position and
time of each signal coming to the acquisition system. The
acquisition system also registered the energy loss spectrum
during the event. It can be seen in the spectra (Fig. 6), that
all the protons show the same energy loss. The peak con-
tains exactly 42 counts, this means that the ions where shot
and detected individually with 100% efficiency. The whole
process was performed in approximately 3 min.
5.2. Biological issues

After the irradiation, the cells were stained with Trypan
blue in order to determine the amount of dead cells. Only
one proton was shot per pixel and after staining the cells
there was no sign of the pattern shape. Subsequently, the
cells were trypsinated and seeded in an ordinary Petri dish
to follow their behaviour. No appreciable changes in cell
growth were observed. Apparently, the dose applied was
not enough to cause an observable damage to the cells.
6. Summary and future work

It has been shown that the Lund Nuclear Probe Facility
has been adjusted for biological applications in air. The
system is capable to control single ions. The cell recogni-
tion procedure is used with two purposes: to recognize pos-
sible cells and to upload the desired coordinates into the
scanning system in order to target the cells. Regarding
the cell recognition task, the implemented program capa-
bilities can be improved but it is performing well. The tar-
geting performance of the system in vacuum was tested
using a copper grid and it was close to 90%. In addition,
the system capabilities are not optimised yet but it has been
possible to perform the first non-targeted cell irradiation
successfully.

Important technical improvements are required in order
to get a routinely operating cell irradiation system at the
Lund sub-micron beam line. Fine tuning of the quadrupole
magnets is needed to achieve a sub-micron beam size.
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The scanning system must be improved in order to be able
to irradiate large areas within the cell culture. New scan-
ning coils have recently been installed and a new power
supply is now being developed to increase the accuracy of
the system.

Regarding biological aims, since the development of the
facility has reached the appropriate state to start cell irra-
diation studies, two research lines should be kept: non-tar-
geted irradiation and target irradiation. Non-target
irradiation will be performed to study the variability of
the culture redox state. Target irradiation is also planned
but the spreading of the beam in air should be corrected
in order to accomplish it.
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Abstract

The objective of the CELLION project is radiation research at low doses. The main cell responses to low dose irradiation are bystan-
der effects, genomic instability and adaptive responses. In order to study these effects it is convenient to make the cells addressable in
space and time through locking the cell position. A new alternative dish has been developed for irradiation procedures at the Lund
Nuclear Probe. The versatile dish can be used both to cultivate and to hold the cells during the irradiation procedure.

The irradiation dish is made of an epoxy-based photopolymer named SU-8 chosen by its flexibility, non-toxicity and biological com-
patibility to cell attachment. It has been fabricated using a UV lithographic technique. The irradiation dish forms a 2 · 2 mm2 grid which
contains 400 squares. Each square has 80 lm side and is separated from neighbouring ones by 20 lm wide walls. The location of each
square is marked by a row letter and column number patterned outside the grid.

The Cell Irradiation Facility at the Lund Nuclear Probe utilizes protons to irradiate living cells. A post-cell detection set up is used to
control the applied dose, detecting the number of protons after passing through the targeted cell. The transmission requirement is ful-
filled by our new irradiation dish. So far, the dish has been used to perform non-targeted irradiation of Hepatoma cells. The cells attach
and grow easily on the SU-8 surface. In addition, the irradiation procedure can be performed routinely and faster since the cells are incu-
bated and irradiated in the same surface.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 87.50.�a; 87.80.Mj; 83.80.�k

Keywords: CELLION; Cell irradiation; Low dose effects; Microfabrication; SU-8
1. Introduction

Cellular response to very low doses has become a popu-
lar field of research and has set the trend for radiation
exposure research over the past two decades. Responses
such as the bystander effect, genomic instability and adap-
tive response are widely known but still poorly understood
[1]. CELLION [2] is a European project directed towards
the study of cellular responses to targeted single ions.
0168-583X/$ - see front matter � 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Within these studies some responses are particularly rele-
vant when the exposure is spread over time, i.e. the cells
are irradiated, incubated for a variable time interval and
irradiated again. Thus, it is important to control the area
where the radiation is applied. That is, knowledge of the
targeted cell and the region targeted within the cell are of
vital importance in order to study low dose radiation
responses. Cell position control is also a key parameter in
the development of applications like cellular biosensors
and tissue engineering [3].

In this paper, we describe the fabrication and operation
of a new designed irradiation dish to be utilized at the
Lund Nuclear Probe. The dish can be used to incubate
and transport the cells to the irradiation facility, and also
to hold the cells during the irradiation procedure. The cells
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do not have to be changed to a different surface during the
diverse steps of incubation, transportation and irradiation
which minimizes the possibility of cell damage.

The dish was fabricated with the epoxy-based photo-
polymer SU-8. This negative photo resist has been widely
used to fabricate high aspect ratio microstructures in addi-
tion to biological applications [4]. These applications
include optical waveguides for on-line cell counting and
sorting [5], bio-fluidic dermal patches to measure the con-
centration of bio-molecules [6], micro-channels for thermal
flow-sensors [7] and the fabrication of SU-8 pallets to sort
monolayer cultures for posterior cell assays [8].
2. Irradiation dish

At other facilities within the CELLION project, the cells
are held in a vertical position for the irradiation procedure
using modified commercial ‘‘Petri’’ dishes, the bottom of
which are partially removed and substituted by a 200 nm
Si3N4 film [9]. So far, at the Lund Nuclear Probe, 200 nm
Si3N4 films were glued directly to a polystyrene sample
holder avoiding the use of commercial plastic ‘‘Petri’’
dishes. The main advantage of the Si3N4 films is minimized
straggling and maintained adequate beam focus. However,
the necessity to utilize glue, which might be toxic to the
cells, is a drawback. Additionally, the Si3N4 films are very
fragile and expensive. They usually break during the prep-
aration phase when gluing them to the selected surfaces.
Another common problem is that after cell incubation,
the Si3N4 films might present some culture medium leakage
or break due to culture medium crystallization. The break-
age of Si3N4 films is a common and frequent problem
among the different facilities which use these thin films as
‘‘Petri’’ dishes. Hence improved irradiation dishes can
increase the experimental throughput. As cell irradiation
is intended to be done routinely, cheap and easier to handle
alternatives must be developed.

The Lund Nuclear Probe uses a 3 MV single-ended elec-
trostatic accelerator. The sub-micron beam line uses a two
stage beam focusing system with a doublet at each stage
[10,11]. Several experimental requirements should be ful-
filled in order to expose living cells to single ions. The
irradiation chamber has been adapted for biological exper-
iments by extracting the beam into air. For that purpose a
200 nm Si3N4 film is used as a vacuum window, which
holds a 10�6 mbar pressure.

The Cell Irradiation Facility at the Lund Nuclear Probe
is a horizontal system; therefore, the irradiation dish which
contains the cells must be vertically positioned. In addition,
our set up has an after target particle detector (p–i–n diode)
and consequently, the thickness of the irradiation dish has
to be minimized to ensure the detection of the protons. A
more detailed description of the Lund Cell Irradiation
Facility can be found in a previous paper [12].

The selected cell type must grow in a monolayer culture.
Basic cell requirements for the dish material are non-toxic-
ity, transparency, a negatively charged and hydrophilic
surface.

The above requirements demand:

(1) a design where cells will be confined in fixed positions
to facilitate their location,

(2) a material whose thickness can be easily chosen,
(3) a material compatible with the living cells where they

can attach and grow,
(4) a low atomic mass material to prevent a significant

energy loss of the beam.

Additionally, since a large amount of cells should be
irradiated routinely, the material should be cheap, have a
long life time and be easy to handle. It should also be easily
fabricated, in a fast and standardized fashion.

The SU-8 material fulfils those requirements, it is flexi-
ble, non-toxic and biologically compatible to cell attach-
ment. It has good optical transmittance allowing
visualization of the cells in our offline transmission micro-
scope. SU-8 has low polymer shrinkage and can be easily
patterned using conventional fabrication techniques that
provide sufficient accuracy.

In our case, UV lithography has been chosen as the fab-
rication technique. A chromium mask is used to produce
many dishes per exposure. The technique resolution is lim-
ited by wavelength and proximity effects (bad contact
between mask and substrate). The resolution of the UV
lithography system used to obtain the irradiation dishes
is approximately 1 lm. However, it is further increased
by the limitation produced by the fabricated mask, which
is also 1 lm.

The UV mask was manufactured while taking into con-
sideration the cell size and the irradiation procedure to be
performed, in this case, non-targeted irradiation. In future
a new mask will be designed in order to place one cell per
square and to perform targeted irradiation.

The designed irradiation dish in which the cells can be
seeded, grown and positioned during the irradiation proce-
dure consists of a 2 · 2 mm2 grid. The grid is divided in 400
squares by 20 lm wide walls. Each square has 80 lm side
and its centre is marked by 10 lm wide cross, also pat-
terned via mask, for irradiation purposes. The location of
each square is externally labelled by a row letter and col-
umn number.

Two different thicknesses of SU-8 were used to fabricate
the irradiation dishes: 2 lm flat base plus 2 lm tall walls on
the top and 5 lm base plus 5 lm walls. The separation
walls and the crosses have a similar height. Fig. 1 shows
a top view of the dish with 5 lm base plus 5 lm walls,
where the raised areas appear as darker regions compared
with the bottom layer within the irradiation dish.

Non-targeted irradiation is planned to be accomplished
in order to measure the system redox level after the irradi-
ation procedure. The Hepatoma cells (HepG2) utilized are
approximately 10 lm in size. Each square grid contains
some cells. The dish allows individual doses per square



Fig. 1. The fabricated dish before being lifted off the substrate. The row
letter and the column number are used in order to locate the different
squares for irradiation purposes.
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and several irradiations can be performed in the same dish.
By not irradiating some regions, these can be used as con-
trol samples. It also allows for bystander effect studies: the
walls that separate the squares are high enough to confine
different regions, although the cells still can cross the walls
facilitating interactions between different regions. How-
ever, the walls between squares cannot avoid contact
among regions via culture medium after irradiation.

Another interesting characteristic of the SU-8, related to
cell culture requirements is that the degradation tempera-
ture of SU-8 occurs at 380 �C [13]. This means that after
baking at 95 �C, the irradiation dish survives the steriliza-
tion procedure (121 �C for 40 min) and consequently, can
be re-used several times. So far, the irradiation dish life
time is approximately four irradiation procedures, includ-
ing sterilization.

In summary, cells can be easily grown and addressed in
the dishes. Hence, the dish can be taken out of the irradia-
tion system to incubate the cells and then be repositioned
for later irradiations. The response of the cells to various
irradiation procedures in different time intervals can thus
be studied.
3. Fabrication

The cell irradiation dish was made in several steps. Two
different substrates were tested in the microfabrication
process, a silicon wafer and an optical glass.

In the silicon case, a four-inch Si wafer was sputtered
with a Ti (10 nm)/Cu (200 nm) layers, cleaved, cleaned in
acetone and isopropyl alcohol and baked for 30 min at
180 �C. The Ti/Cu coating is used as a release layer which
allows the fabricated device to be easily lifted off the wafer.
Titanium deposition is needed as an adhesion support for
the copper [14]. Subsequently, the substrate is spin-coated
with 2 lm or 5 lm of SU-8 (2005), soft baked and flood-
exposed with UV-light. After this exposure, the resist was
post-baked. This first SU-8 layer forms the base of the irra-
diation dish, which will support the grid patterned in the
following UV lithography step.

A second layer 2 lm or 5 lm SU-8 was spin-coated
again; soft baked, and patterned using UV lithography
via a chromium mask with a dose of 100 mJ/cm2. After
exposure, the samples were post-baked again and devel-
oped. The baking and developing procedure were per-
formed as recommended by the resist manufacturer [15].

In the following step, the two SU-8 layers structure was
released from the substrate by etching the underlying Cu
layer in NH3:H2O (1:1) + 3% H2O2 solution.

The fabrication process is similar when optical glass is
used as a substrate except that no Ti/Cu release layer is
needed. The irradiation dish is manufactured directly on
the glass and no etching procedure is required. In order
to release the structure from the substrate, the samples
are immersed in a deionised water bath for approximately
10 min. This option is much simpler and requires less
chemical agents than using Si as a substrate. However,
we observed that cells were attached to the surface but they
did not spread or grow when a glass substrate was used.
The viability of the cell culture should be independent of
the substrate used in the fabrication. Thus, the chemical
agents used to lift the dish off the surface seem to affect
the cell behaviour.

SU-8 is initially a hydrophobic polymer and the cells
need a hydrophilic surface to attach and grow. Several
methods have been reported to convert the SU-8 hydro-
phobic surface into hydrophilic one, for instance, oxygen
plasma and wet chemical treatment with ethanolamine
[16,17]. It has also been reported that the procedure to etch
the Cu layer using cericammoniumnitrate (CAN) also
modifies slightly the contact angle of the SU-8 surface
but not as efficiently as ethanolamine [16]. To enhance cell
attachment and cell growth, the surface of these kind of
structures can be treated also physically by forming peri-
odic nanogrooves [18]. Initially, it was assumed no extra
surface treatments with the fabrication method which
involves the use of silicon as fabrication substrate.

In order to lift the irradiation dishes off the glass sub-
strate, NH3:H2O (1:1) + 3% H2O2 was used instead of just
deionised water. It seems that this treatment also can be
used to modify the SU-8 surface. It is not clear how effi-
ciently the surface is changed into hydrophilic and this
requires further investigations. Nevertheless, the produced
effect is enough to promote cell growth which is the main
aim of the fabricated dish.

The UV lithography mask was designed to produce nine
irradiation dishes per one exposure. The sample is cut into
smaller pieces separating the different irradiation dishes.
Subsequently, each dish is attached to the bottom of a
polystyrene cup, where a thin SU-8 layer was previously
deposited. Finally, the cell dish is baked for 3 min at
100 �C, after which the dishes dry out at atmospheric tem-
perature for approximately 30 min. Fig. 2 shows a fabri-
cated irradiation dish.



Fig. 2. SU-8 irradiation dish attached to a polystyrene cup (bottom view).

Fig. 3. Cell distribution comparison between ‘‘treated’’ and ‘‘un-treated’’
irradiation dishes. (a) The ‘‘treated’’ irradiation dishes were lifted off using
NH3:H2O (1:1) + 3% H2O2. Cells are attached to the surface and are
growing. (b) The ‘‘un-treated’’ irradiation dishes were lifted off using
deionised water. There are a lot of dead cells floating in the medium.

Fig. 4. The set up used to test the performance of the irradiation dishes.
Three settings were used: ‘‘vacuum’’, ‘‘air’’ and ‘‘cells’’. The first two were
performed in the respective environment and without cells in the dish. The
‘‘cells’’ setting was performed in air and with cells in the dish.
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4. Testing

A few cells can be located in each square of the designed
irradiation dish. Fig. 3 shows the cell distribution within
the irradiation dishes. Fig. 3(a) shows the cells evenly dis-
tributed on the ‘‘treated’’ surface (lifted off using NH3:H2O
(1:1) + 3% H2O2). The cells appear to grow normally,
spread and attach to the surface. The cell pseudopods (tem-
porary projections of eukaryotic cells used for locomotive
function) cover the surface entirely and the nucleus can
also be distinguished. Fig. 3(b) shows the cells in the
‘‘un-treated’’ dishes (lifted off using deionised water);
the cells have attached but do not spread or grow.
There are a lot of dead cells floating in the medium and
no visible pseudopods. In addition, the cell nucleus became
darker.

The 2 lm base plus 2 lm tall walls irradiation dish was
tested but was found easily breakable. Instead, the 5 lm
base plus 5 lm tall walls irradiation dish was easier to han-
dle and still thin enough to let the protons pass through.
Consequently, the results discussed in this paper corre-
spond solely to the 5 lm base plus 5 lm tall walls irradia-
tion dish.

The irradiation dishes were tested at the Lund Nuclear
Probe using a focused proton beam of 2.5 MeV. After pas-
sage through the irradiation dishes, the energy of the
protons was measured for three different settings labelled
as ‘‘vacuum’’, ‘‘air’’ and ‘‘cells’’. The set up is shown in
Fig. 4. The ‘‘vacuum’’ and ‘‘air’’ settings were performed
in the respective environment but without any cell in the
dish. The ‘‘cells’’ setting was performed in air and with cells
in the dish. The dish position is chosen to minimize the air
gap between the dish and the exit window. If the dish is
positioned in the opposite direction, the walls of the irradi-
ation dish can be bent against the exit window attempting
to reduce the air gap. This can lead to an increased risk to
either destroy the cells or to break the vacuum window. It
remains to optimize the position of the dish to minimize the
air gap in the experimental set up (cf. Fig. 4).

As mentioned above, the horizontal arrangement of the
beam line forces the vertical positioning of the cells.
The culture medium is removed from the dish prior to



Table 1
SRIM simulations comparison between energy loss and amount of medium remaining before irradiation

Incident
proton
energy (MeV)

Energy loss (MeV)

SU-8 bottom layer
(5 lm) + cells
(10 lm)

SU-8 bottom layer
(5 lm) + cells
(10 lm) + medium
(1 lm)

SU-8 bottom layer
(5 lm) + cells
(10 lm) + medium
(2 lm)

SU-8 bottom layer
(5 lm) + cells
(10 lm) + medium
(5 lm)

SU-8 bottom layer
(5 lm) + cells
(10 lm) + medium
(10 lm)

2.50 0.23 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.02
2.25 0.25 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.02
2.00 0.27 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.02
1.75 0.30 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.03
1.50 0.34 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.02
1.25 0.39 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.02
1.00 0.48 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.02 —

Table 2
Comparison between the experimental and simulated energy for the different settings: ‘‘vacuum’’, ‘‘air’’ and ‘‘cells’’

Setting SRIM simulations Experimental results

Energy peak (MeV) Energy loss (MeV) Energy peak (MeV) Energy loss (MeV)

‘‘Vacuum’’ – SU-8 walls (10 lm) 2.40 ± 0.01 0.10 2.41 ± 0.02 0.09
‘‘Vacuum’’ – SU-8 bottom layer (5 lm) 2.47 ± 0.01 0.03 2.47 ± 0.01 0.08
‘‘Air’’ – SU-8 walls (10 lm) 2.07 ± 0.06 0.43 2.08 ± 0.03 0.42
‘‘Air’’ – SU-8 bottom layer (5 lm) 2.16 ± 0.02 0.33 2.15 ± 0.02 0.35
‘‘Cells’’ (simulated 10 lm culture medium remaining) 2.04 ± 0.02 0.46 2.13 ± 0.03 0.37
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Fig. 5. Proton energy spectra for the different settings used in order to test
the performance of the irradiation dishes.
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irradiation to ensure proton detection in the post-cell
detector. However, a variable thin culture medium layer
always remains. Furthermore, the culture medium may
evaporate. These facts can affect the cell survival forcing
the irradiation procedure to be accomplished as fast as pos-
sible. SRIM simulations [19] were performed to analyse the
viability of the irradiation dishes for different remaining
thicknesses of culture medium. Table 1 presents the results.
Since different doses and LETs are intended to be delivered
to the cells, several energy values have been used for the
simulations. At energies below 1.25 MeV, it is not possible
to detect protons after passing the dish, the cells and the
10 lm remaining culture medium. At the same conditions,
the energy loss for 2.5 MeV protons is noticeable but still,
there is a sufficient margin for proton detection.

The measured proton energy was analysed and com-
pared to SRIM simulations. The results are shown in Table
2. The energy loss of the beam with the different settings
and the corresponding simulation is very similar. However,
Hepatoma cells were not available for the simulations and
hence, Mammalian glands were used. The major differences
between these two cell lines are their differentiation state
and their size. The Mammalian glands are larger but the
cells have similar density for the selected layer thicknesses.
The density of exposed SU-8 (2005) was taken from the
manufacturer [15]. Attending to the ‘‘cells’’ setting in Table
2, the experimental results give a value of 2.13 MeV, similar
to the simulated value in Table 1 for 10 lm of remaining
medium. However, the simulations results in Table 2 take
into account the air gap that the protons pass before they
reach the detector, resulting in a lower simulated value.
The simulations present a reasonable evaluation of the
beam scattering after passing the irradiation set up. The
SRIM simulations allow us to evaluate the beam scattering
and the air and medium thicknesses when the dish is
mounted in the sample holder. The presented data leads
to the conclusion that the unavoidable culture medium
remaining in the dish during the irradiation procedure is
approximately 10 lm thick.

The energy of the protons after passing through the dish
in the three cases mentioned above is displayed in Fig. 5.
The widest FWHM occurred for the settings ‘‘air’’ and
‘‘cells’’ due to energy scattering of the proton beam in
air. It is assumed that the beam loses energy differently
when the protons pass the walls (or the cross of each
square) and the bottom of the irradiation dish. In addition,
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beam size makes it possible that the protons pass at the
same time through different thickness areas. Besides, areas
with different amount of remaining medium will also result
in different energy losses of the protons. The SU-8 structure
deposited into the polystyrene cup is not always fully
stretched, resulting in a non-flat irradiation dish (cf.
Fig. 2). The measured proton energy loss presents different
values along the irradiation dish. Thus, the tail in the peaks
observed, especially noticeable in the ‘‘vacuum’’ case, cf.
Fig. 5, can be produced by the situations explained above,
giving proton detection for different thicknesses simulta-
neously. This fact might affect the calculation of the dose
received by the cells. However, flatness is not a vital
requirement if the cells keep on growing and the protons
can be transmitted and detected.

5. Conclusions

A new cell irradiation dish has been developed for cell
irradiation experiments at the Lund Nuclear Probe. It
has been designed attending the requirements for a hori-
zontal irradiation facility, implying a vertical positioning
of the irradiation dish. Furthermore, due to the detector
configuration used for these experiments at the Lund
Nuclear Probe, the only special feature that has to be con-
trolled is the thickness of the irradiation dish.

SRIM simulations have been done to test the irradiation
configuration. After exiting into air through a thin Si3N4

vacuum window, the beam passes an air gap, the irradia-
tion dish containing the cells in culture medium and finally
a second air gap before being registered in a particle detec-
tor. Since the comparison between simulations and experi-
mental result are in concordance, the simulations have been
validated experimentally. Thus, the configuration ensures
the detection of each proton which has passed through
the successive layers.

The SU-8 irradiation dishes are flexible, biologically
compatible and have a long life time. The major advantage
of these irradiation dishes is that the cells grow on them
without special treatment except for the hydrophilization.
The dishes can be used to incubate the cells but also to hold
them during the irradiation procedure. Additionally, the
irradiation dishes can be sterilized and used several times.
The designed and fabricated irradiation dish has success-
fully been tested for cell compatibility and its functionality
during the irradiation procedure is more than adequate.
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The Lund Nuclear Microprobe (LNM) has been adapted to be used as a Single Ion Hit Facility (SIHF) for
proton cell irradiation experiments at low dose.

In order to test the capabilities of the system, Ni dot arrays and artificial cells have been fabricated with
the photopolymer SU-8 and common lithographic techniques. The primary purpose of the Ni dot arrays
was to determine the targeting accuracy of the beam in vacuum and in air. Additionally, this sample was
employed to evaluate the system performance during cell target irradiation experiments. The Ni dot
arrays were also used for beam characterization.

The artificial cells were originally fabricated to test the software for cell recognition and localization,
developed and implemented at the LNM. However, this sample became very functional to make small
adjustments at the irradiation chamber for cell irradiation experiments.

A description of the samples, fabrication procedure and applications are presented in this paper.
� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Lund Nuclear Microprobe (LNM) has been equipped with a
Single Ion Hit Facility (SIHF) for studying cellular response to low
dose radiation. The LNM is a horizontal facility with a post-cell
detection system which can provide focused beams of 2.5 MeV
protons and alpha particles [1]. The system is operative regarding
non-targeted irradiation since July 2007. The final modifications
have been done lately to get a full operational state, i.e. targeted
irradiation.

The technical development of the system requires control of the
target position with high precision since subcellular targets are in-
tended to be irradiated. The spatial targeting accuracy of the sys-
tem, that is, the displacement between the coordinates selected
by the software and the exact coordinates where the ions hit has
to be evaluated. The accuracy depends on the beam size, the beam
positioning system, and the implemented software for cell locali-
zation (CELLION). In principle, the system function can be de-
scribed in two basic steps:
All rights reserved.

+46 46 2224709.
rteaga-Marrero).
arrero).
1. The desired target is selected using the CELLION software.
2. The output coordinates from the software are input coordi-

nates for the scanning system for positioning the ion beam
at the cell position.

The uncertainty in position arises from the combination of these
two steps and is added to the uncertainty caused by the beam size.

Large area dot arrays fabricated by Electron Beam Lithography
(EBL) have been previously used for microscope parameters cali-
bration [2]. Presently, Ni dot arrays have been fabricated in order
to test the system targeting accuracy during cell irradiation. Addi-
tionally, a first estimate of the beam size can be performed by
Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy (STIM) measurements since
the Ni dots can only be observed if the beam size is comparable to
or smaller than the dot size.

For the cell irradiation experiments, the cultured cells have to
be vertically positioned due to the system arrangement. Therefore,
the cell culture medium has to be removed just before irradiation
to ensure the detection of the particles after passing through the
cells. Living cells, however, do not survive very long outside a con-
trolled environment regarding temperature, CO2 concentration and
nutrients. In approximately 10 min time scale, cells start to die and
detach from the surface where they have been seeded, making dif-
ficult to work with living cells for the system development.
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The CELLION software can be evaluated with the Ni dot arrays
but in this case the cell shape geometry is oversimplified. In
addition, no cell stain is used to visualize transparent living cells
at the LNM. Since the Ni dots are not transparent, the illumination
system required for cell irradiation experiments cannot be tested.
Consequently, the lack of the required specific properties of the
Ni dots and the difficulty to work with living cells implies the
necessity to design a new sample to adjust and evaluate the system
performance. Therefore, an innovative approach has been adopted
which consists of an artificial cell sample simulating a real live cell
scenario.

The Ni dot arrays and the artificial cell sample have been
fabricated with SU-8 and conventional lithographic techniques.
This paper presents a description of the created samples, their
fabrication and applications testing the system for cell irradiation
experiments.

2. Fabrication

The fabrication of the Ni pattern and the artificial cell sample
was performed in several steps. In both cases, the initial substrate
used for the fabrication was an optical glass. This substrate was
spin-coated with SU-8(2005), soft baked and flood exposed with
UV-light as recommended by the resist manufacturer [3]. The
resulting layer was a 5 lm thick SU-8 layer on top of the glass.
SU-8 is a versatile epoxy-based photopolymer widely used for de-
vice fabrication: from adhesive layer for bonding [4] to high dielec-
tric nanocomposite material [5]. In addition, SU-8 is a cell friendly
material, that is, cells attach and grow on it, especially after oxygen
plasma treatment [6]. A large number of SU-8 biological applica-
tions are dedicated to microfluidic devices such as an integrated
microlens array for cell counting [7]. SU-8 was chosen previously
as a seat layer at the LNM to fabricate custom Petri dishes suitable
for cell incubation and irradiation [8]. A similar design has been
used for time-tracking living cells after X-rays irradiation [9]. Since
the fabrication of the artificial cell sample requires a cell friendly
material, SU-8 was chosen once more.
Fig. 1. Sketch of the different steps of the fabrication processes. (a) Ni dots sample
fabrication. (b) Artificial cell sample fabrication.
2.1. Ni dot array

A double layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA 950 k A6)
was spin-coated on top of the SU-8 coated glass substrate forming
a layer of 890 nm thickness. The PMMA polymer is a positive elec-
tron sensitive resist which has to be spin-coated twice in order to
reach the desired thickness. The PMMA layer was patterned using
the EBL system Raith 150. The following structures were exposed:

� Periodical array of 5 lm diameter dots with 50 lm spacing in
between.

� Periodical array of 2 lm diameter dots with 10 lm spacing in
between.

� A cross formed by 70 lm � 20 lm lines to facilitate the localiza-
tion of the patterns through the sample.

After EBL exposure with a fluence of 300 lC/cm2, the structures
were developed for 90 s in a methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK):isopro-
panol (1:3) solution.

In the next step, a Ni metal layer was deposited onto the pat-
terned surface using the thermal metal evaporation system model
AVAC. Finally, the PMMA resist layer was dissolved using acetone,
lifting the residual Ni layer from the sample. Only the Ni structures
with the shape of the exposed PMMA pattern remained on top of
the SU-8 layer. The thickness of the fabricated Ni structures was
530 nm.

Fig. 1(a) displays a sketch of the different steps through the Ni
dot array fabrication process.

2.2. Artificial cells

Human hepatoma cells (HepG2) were seeded on the 5 lm thick
SU-8 layer. The cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 with GlutaMAXTMI
Fig. 2. Fabricated artificial cell sample in comparison with living cells. (a)
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) image of human hepatoma cells (HepG2)
incubated in a standard polystyrene Petri dish. (b) Artificial cell sample fabricated
using the photopolymer SU-8. The irregular living cell distribution as well as the
differences in cell shape is kept in the fabricated sample.



Fig. 3. Energy spectra comparison in vacuum. The square symbol line corresponds
to the energy spectrum after targeting the background SU-8 surface. The star
symbol line corresponds to the energy spectrum after targeting only the central
coordinates of the Ni dots. The inset shows the STIM image of the 5 lm diameter Ni
dots with 50 lm separation in between.
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medium (Life Technologies AB, Täby, Sweden) containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (Life Technologies AB, Täby, Sweden) and
100 lg/ml antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin) and antimycot-
ics. The cells were incubated at 37 �C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2,
and the medium was changed regularly.

After approximately three days, the cells reached a confluent
state close to 100%. Then, the cell medium was removed and a sec-
ond layer of SU-8 was spin-coated on top of the cells burying them
in the resist. The samples were then flood exposed with UV-light
and post-baked. Fig. 1(b) displays a sketch of the different steps
through the artificial cell fabrication.

The rotation speed during the resist spin-coating determines
the thickness of the deposited layer. Several velocities were tested
in order to obtain samples showing the smallest differences in
shape between the embedded and the living cells. The optimal con-
ditions were found for a spin velocity of 2500 rpm which normally
provides a layer thickness of approximately 5 lm. Nevertheless, no
soft bake procedure was performed during the artificial cell sample
fabrication aiming to maintain the cell integrity before the UV
exposure. Since the soft bake temperature influences the resist
properties [10], a larger resist thickness may result.

Fig. 2(a) displays the HepG2 cells cultured on a standard poly-
styrene Petri dish and Fig. 2(b) shows the artificial cell sample.
As can be seen, the cells embedded in SU-8 (artificial cells) pre-
serve the size and shape of the living cells and even small cell col-
onies can be distinguished. Furthermore, the artificial cell sample
fulfils two essential requirements which are irregular cell shape
and random cell distribution. Consequently, this sample was con-
sidered to provide the desired properties for testing the software.

In order to use the Ni dot array and the artificial cell sample,
they are lifted off the optical glass by immersion in a deionised
water bath and mounted in a standard holder.
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Fig. 4. Normalised energy spectra of four randomly chosen 5 lm diameter Ni dots
and four different SU-8 regions within the periodical array.
3. Applications

The main advantage of the fabricated samples is that the
formed structures are thicker than the bottom SU-8 layer that sup-
ports them. Consequently, the ions passing through the patterned
regions suffer higher energy loss than the ions passing outside
these regions. This energy difference can be visualized using STIM.

The advantage provided by the difference in energy loss has
been previously utilised at the LNM [1]. A copper grid was used
to rapidly test online the targeting accuracy of the system before
cell irradiation experiments. Presently, the method has been im-
proved by the fabrication of the Ni dot array. STIM images of the
Ni dots were taken using focused 2.5 MeV protons. These images
were introduced into the CELLION software. The program recog-
nized the Ni dots as probable cells and selected the coordinates
of the centre of each dot as desired target. These coordinates were
uploaded into the LNM scanning system and the ion beam was di-
rected to the selected Ni dots delivering a previously established
number of protons. This procedure was used in combination with
the beam deflecting system [11] to ensure that the beam only hits
the Ni dots and not the SU-8 layer when travelling in between dots.
Therefore, this method allowed us to detect the targeted region
attending to the differences in proton energy loss between the Ni
dots and the surrounding SU-8 surface.

3.1. Ni dot array

Fig. 3 shows the STIM image of the 5 lm diameter dots and the
obtained energy spectra after targeting the sample in vacuum envi-
ronment. The energy shift suffered by the protons after passing the
different layers in the sample (the Ni dots and the SU-8 back-
ground) can be clearly observed confirming that targeting was
successful. Furthermore, since the energy shift was clearly obser-
vable for the 5 lm diameter dots, we can consider that the spatial
targeting accuracy of the system was within the 5 lm range.

Since the main purpose of this sample was to test the spatial
targeting accuracy of the system, stability in energy loss for a re-
duced area was a vital requirement. Thus, the thickness of the Ni
dots should be the same between the inner and the outer areas.
Fig. 4 shows the STIM energy spectra comparison between four
randomly chosen 5 lm diameter Ni dots. In order to obtain the dif-
ferent curve parameters a Gaussian fit procedure was performed
with Origin 7.0 [12]. The energy loss (2.41 MeV) as well as the
FWHM values remained constant for all the analysed dots even if
the Ni dot shape slightly varies along the array. The deviation be-
tween the data and the Gaussian fit quantify the tail observed in
the high energy part of the spectrum of some of the analysed dots.
This deviation was calculated to be approximately 3%. Accordingly,
the efficiency hitting inside the Ni dots corresponded to a value of
97%.

Similarly, the SU-8 substrate layer should be stable regarding
energy loss. Fig. 4 also shows a comparison between the energy
spectra of four different SU-8 regions within the array. The energy
loss value (2.44 MeV) was constant for all the analysed regions.
Thus, equally to the Ni dots case, thickness fluctuations are negli-
gible regarding energy loss.
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The beam size during these experiments was 3.8 lm in X and
2 lm in Y direction. Therefore, the spatial targeting accuracy of
the system using the 2 lm diameter Ni dots has not been studied
since the beam size during this run was slightly larger than the
Ni dots size.

Based on the presented data, it can be concluded that the thick-
ness (530 nm) of the 5 lm diameter Ni dots and the corresponding
energy loss (30 keV) was large enough for structure identification
at the LNM.

3.2. Artificial cells

Fig. 5 shows the collected energy spectrum after STIM measure-
ment of the fabricated artificial cell sample. Two peaks, whose en-
ergy values were obtained by a Gaussian fit procedure, can be
observed. The peak at higher energy (2.33 MeV) corresponds to
the substrate and the cover layer while the peak at low energy
(2.27 MeV) corresponds to the two SU-8 layers with the embedded
cells in between.

SRIM [13] simulations were run in order to determine the thick-
ness of those two layers: SU-8 only and the SU-8 with the embed-
ded cells. The energy that the protons have after passing the
sample can be compared to the energy value obtained in the sim-
ulations giving an account of the layers thicknesses. Therefore, the
thickness of the SU-8 layers without cells was considered to be
12.5 lm while the thickness of the SU-8 with embedded cells layer
thickness was 16.1 lm. That result in a thickness of the cell layer of
3.6 lm.

The HepG2 cell line forms monolayer cultures which implies
that the cells attach to the surface where they are grown and ex-
pand against the surface. In order to determine the cell thickness
and size, a population of approximately 200 cells was analysed
using a Nikon Eclipse TS100 microscope. The average cell thickness
value was 3.8 ± 1.7 lm and the average cell size 139 ± 42 lm2.
Therefore, the thickness value obtained in the simulations for the
artificial cells is in good agreement with the living cell thickness
considering that during the spin procedure the cells may be
stretched.

As mentioned above, the spatial targeting accuracy of the sys-
tem is also controlled by the online CELLION software imple-
mented at the LNM for cell recognition. The Ni dot array was
used previously to test this program by targeting only the central
coordinates of the Ni dots. However, the artificial cell sample pro-
vides a more realistic scenario to evaluate the performance of CEL-
LION software.
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Fig. 5. STIM energy spectra of the fabricated artificial cell sample.
In addition, the artificial cells are also useful for the mechanical
development of the facility. Optically, the simulated cells appear as
transparent as the real cells due to the resist properties. Therefore,
the movable illumination system can be tested and optimized at
the irradiation chamber.

Furthermore, the LNM uses selectable objectives mounted in a
translation stage for target visualization. Large magnification
objectives are needed in order to select the targeted cells before
irradiation due to the reduced HepG2 cell area. The position cali-
bration of these objectives (20X, 50X) relative to the normal
mounted objective (5X) can be carried out by the fabricated artifi-
cial cell sample.

Finally, the artificial cell sample was also employed to test the
electronics set up for achieving single ion irradiation based on a
post-cell detection system.

4. Conclusion

The LNM technical development can be investigated by means
of the newly fabricated Ni dot array and artificial cell sample,
which were manufactured with the photopolymer SU-8 using
EBL and large UV exposure techniques.

The main advantage of these samples is their reduced thickness
which allows the post-cell detection system to be employed for cell
irradiation experiments. Also, the energy loss difference between
the fabricated structures and the supporting layer allows proper
structure identification.

The Ni dot array is appropriate for testing the implemented on-
line cell recognition software (CELLION) and principally, the spatial
targeting accuracy of the system during cell irradiation experi-
ments. In addition, preliminary beam size estimate can also be
performed.

The artificial cell sample fabricated provided a more suitable
scenario to test the CELLION software in comparison with the Ni
dot array. The artificial cell sample is particularly useful since it
has similar properties as living cells regarding size, shape, trans-
parency, irregularity and random distribution. In addition, the arti-
ficial cell sample presents other functionalities for the technical
development of the system, for instance illumination and objective
adjustment, and electronics set up for single cell irradiation tests.
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Abstract

An in-house software, SeACell, formerly referred as CELLION [1], has been improved in
order to adapt the Lund Nuclear Microprobe for biological applications developing a Single-Ion
Hit Facility (LNM-SIHF). SeACell allows the irradiation system to automatically recognise cells
and localize their position.

A new cell validation algorithm enabled SeACell to provide high efficiency for subcellular
target localization without the use of cell staining dyes. In addition, a user-friendly interface
has been implemented containing a manual cell target selection, and an enhancement filter and
colour display applications, to improve the quality of the input image.

Furthermore, the cell validation algorithm provides a dynamic cell targeting feature specially
implemented for bystander studies allowing automatic selection of specific cells. The new inter-
face makes SeACell more versatile and it has been proved to be efficient as a cell counter for
cell damage evaluation after alpha source irradiation.

A description of SeACell software and its performance is presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

Microprobe facilities using light or heavy ions
are currently being exploited for radiation re-
search. Single-Ion Hit Facilities (SIHFs) are
a microprobe tool developed to study cellular
response at low dose radiation. These SIHFs
are used to irradiate single living cells with an
ultimate dose limit of a single ion, track the
targeted cell and study its response and the
response of the neighbouring cells to radiation.

SIHFs are particularly interesting because
they have revealed the existence of anoma-
lous effects after low-dose irradiation where
the cells respond to ionizing radiation through

pathways other than direct DNA damage.
These denominated non-targeted effects in-
clude the bystander effect [2], adaptive re-
sponses, genomic instability [3], gene expres-
sion [4], inverse dose-rate effect [5], low-dose
hypersensitivity [6] and the death-inducing ef-
fect [7]. The existence of such effects put into
question the validity of established models for
estimating low-dose radiation risks. Further
studies are thus needed to estimate the real
low-dose radiation risk and to determine how
this non-targeted effect can be used to improve
the cancer treatment by radiotherapy.

For routine use, SIHF systems must be
fully automated due to technical issues related

∗Contact information: Tel. +46-46-2227630, Fax. +46-46-2224709, e-mail address: natalia.arteaga@nuclear.lu.se,
URL: http://www.pixe.lth.se/cellion/
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to the use of living cells. In order to aim
at subcellular compartments, high through-
put and precise targeting accuracy are re-
quired throughout the irradiation process: tar-
get identification, beam adjustment and cell ir-
radiation. In addition, cells are extracted from
their normal growing environment during the
procedure; thus the irradiation has to be per-
formed within a very short time to preserve
cell viability. Automated systems such as the
one at the Gray Cancer Institute in U.K. can
achieve 100% efficiency of particle detection,
resolution approaching 1 �m and throughput
approaching 10000 cells per hour [8].

The automation of the irradiation pro-
cedure starts with target identification, most
commonly using nuclear and/or cytoplasmic
stains to image cells or cell nuclei. However,
the use of stains can change the nature of the
analysed element, and the fluorescence obser-
vation by UV radiation damages living cells [9].
The isolation of radiation effects is thus vital
for continuing the research into low-dose radi-
ation techniques. Consequently, better imag-
ing systems are being developed which are able
to distinguish cultured cells from the surface
without the use of stains. For instance, Quan-
titative Phase microscopy (QPm) and phase-
shifting interferometry (PSI) are under testing
at the microbeam facility at Columbia Univer-
sity [10].

There are several methods to track non-
stained small spherical particles in optical mi-
croscope images. Unfortunately, they tend to
fail if the background is complicated or when
particles are large or non-spherical. An ac-
curate method has been previously reported
where the recognition is based on the fitting
of each intensity peak in the image to a two-
dimensional Gaussian function [11]. Moreover,
there are commercially available algorithms to
perform the cell recognition. However, they
are not compatible with microprobe control
software and therefore, in-house code has to
be developed [12, 13].

The present work describes the automatic
system developed for the SIHF at the Lund
Nuclear Microprobe (LNM-SIHF), which can

be carried out in a short time with a high effi-
ciency in any computer equipped with an IDL
[14] virtual machine. The paper focuses mainly
on SeACell software implemented in-house for
cell recognition and localization. No cell stains
are used at the LNM-SIHF for imaging pur-
poses and common image processing routines
have been used to develop this unique SeACell
algorithm.

2 Methods and Algorithms

2.1 Image samples: living and
embedded human hepatoma
cells (HepG2)

In order to facilitate the testing of the cell
recognition procedure in a semi-realistic sce-
nario, a special sample was fabricated [15]. It
was created by UV large exposure to embed
HepG2 cells in SU-8 photopolymer. Images of
embedded cells were then taken using an opti-
cal microscope.

HepG2 cells were seeded on a commercial
polystyrene Petri-dish. The cells were cultured
in RPMI 1640 with GlutaMAX I medium (In-
vitrogen, Täby, Sweden) containing 10% fe-
tal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen) and 100
g/ml antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin)
and antimycotics. The cells were incubated
at 37∘C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2, and
the medium was changed regularly. Differen-
tial Interference Contrast (DIC) images of the
HepG2 living cells were acquired using an op-
tical microscope.

2.2 The SeACell algorithm

LNM-SIHF cell recognition software SeACell,
was developed to localize cell coordinates and
subsequently irradiate the selected cells for
an input image, therefore, adapting the in-
house process for cell imaging with the in-
house beam-scanning system. SeACell was im-
plemented using IDL 6.2 and it is based on a
set of linked procedures which automatically
perform the cell recognition. These linked
procedures consist on the application of a se-
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quence of morphological filters commonly ap-
plied in imaging processing [16]. The output
image at each step is an input image for the
next.

Figure 1: (a) Input image of the embedded
human hepatoma cells. (b) Analysed image
performed by the rough automatic cell recog-
nition (without the cell validation algorithm).
The crosses represent the localised cells. The
circles show the preliminary recognition errors
where clustered cells cannot be resolved.

2.2.1 Image segmentation: Threshold
and scaling filter

The object of interest is extracted from the
background by global thresholding. This pro-
cess can select either bright or dark regions and
the threshold value is chosen according to the
intensity histogram of the image. Image pix-
els with an intensity value larger (or smaller)
than the selected threshold value are rescaled
creating a greyscale image.

2.2.2 Particle identification and
localization

An erode morphological operator is used to
eliminate specific image details smaller than
the chosen structuring element [17]. The cell
shape has been simulated choosing a disc shape
structuring element.

Then, SeACell provides the central coordi-
nates of the localised probable cells by a simple
and fast calculation that does not depend on
the structuring element. However, the method
has two major disadvantages: overlapped ob-
jects are considered as single ones and some
noise can be considered as target.

To deal with these problems, the struc-
turing element is chosen a priori as accurately
as possible to match the cell size of the cell
line used for irradiation experiments. Figure
1 shows the analysis of the embedded cells,
original image (a) in comparison with the pro-
cessed one (b). Several clusters of cells have
been analysed by the preliminary cell recog-
nition. The localised cells have been marked
with crosses while the circles indicate the soft-
ware errors which correspond to clustered cells
that cannot be resolved. For this image (412 x
318 pixels), the localization time was 0.4 s and
the calculated software efficiency 96% ± 4%.
As can be seen, only missed cells appear and
not double targeting or noise particles. How-
ever, these errors must be prevented.

Thus, the automatic procedure for cell
recognition is completed by a cell validation
routine. The method disadvantages are solved
by further image processing where area, diam-
eter, cell shape and separation are used as pa-
rameters to eliminate the unwanted elements.
Cell debris, cell fragments or other elements
but cells can be considered probable cells. Fur-
thermore, cell colonies matching the size of the
structuring element gives a single central coor-
dinate for a cluster of cells and dismiss several
cells within the culture. Additionally, if a cell
is localised twice, the beam-scanning system
delivers an extra amount of ions to the same
cell. These facts may compromise the biologi-
cal endpoint under study.
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Figure 2: Steps of the SeACell recognition algorithm for analysing the living HepG2 cells. (a)
Image segmentation: Thresholding. (b) Particle identification and localization (c) Cell validation
algorithm: only cells with the required nucleus size and separation are selected from the identifi-
cation performed in the previous step. (d) Final result where large size nuclei have been localised
and marked with a cross.

2.2.3 Particle discrimination: cell
validation algorithm

The cell validation algorithm consists of two
erosion operators. One operator is applied to
the input image using a hit structuring ele-
ment. The second is applied to the inverse
of the input image with a miss structuring el-
ement. The intersection of the two operators
provides the desired target. The hit structur-
ing element is chosen to match the cell (or sub-
cellular compartment) size and shape, while
the miss structuring element is used to control
the separation between cells and the number
of selected targets per cell. The matching im-
age elements contain the hit structure and are
contained by the miss structure. Consequently,
specific shapes can be identified.

Figure 2 shows the steps of the SeACell
recognition algorithm for analysing the living
HepG2 cells. In this case, large area cell nu-
clei have been identified by the software and
marked with a cross. In those cells, the nu-
cleus is in the same plane as the cell border.

Other nuclei appear smaller since they are in
a different plane, because the cell is preparing
for cell division or for cell death. The image
(1280 x 960 pixels) was analysed in 1.8 s with
a program efficiency of 100%.

The cell validation algorithm can be ap-
plied multiple times if required for a particular
image. Since the algorithm is very sensitive to
shape, size and rotation of the structuring ele-
ments, extracting specific image regions may
require multiple applications of different hit
and miss structures.

2.3 Dynamic cell targeting for
bystander effect studies

Non-targeted cell irradiation is mandatory for
bystander effect studies since only a few cells
within the culture are irradiated. The by-
stander effect can be triggered by nucleus and
cell cytoplasm irradiation [18, 19, 20], and they
provide different pathway studies depending
on the differences in the responses of irradiated
and non-irradiated cells [8]. The automatic
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cell recognition algorithm described above pro-
vides the coordinates of all the cells within the
input image. Therefore, the analysis of the re-
sponse of non-irradiated cells requires the pos-
sibility to select the desired target (i.e., cer-
tain cells or subcellular compartments in the
culture).

The program is equipped with a manual
target selection option for bystander studies.
This option can be time-consuming in cases
where the cell culture image is complicated,
since an expert may be required, or the desired
amount of cells to target is numerous.

The automatic cell validation algorithm
thus provides a clear advantage over manual
recognition. In addition, it can also be ex-
ploited for bystander studies by modifying the
size parameter of the hit and miss structuring
element in the algorithm.

The automatic non-targeted cell target-
ing is a dynamic feature that provides a 3D
map of irradiated cell compartments. It can
be achieved by two approaches:

i Sample movement - Since the cell compart-
ment size is known when the cells are in fo-
cal plane, all cells in the culture can be tar-
geted by moving the sample and focusing,
in regular steps and different planes, in the
focal plane. In this case, the coordinates of
the targeted cells must be stored to avoid
targeting the same cell twice. The main
drawback is the need for mechanical sam-
ple movement, which is time-consuming.

ii Size criteria modification (fully automated)
- The cell validation algorithm can be mod-
ified to match subcellular compartments.
This allows the system to target without
modifying the sample location. In addition
to the cell coordinates storage, a new re-
striction is added to avoid additional dose
deposition. Consequently, a single subcel-
lular compartment per cell is selected for
targeting.

Figure 3 shows the recognition performed
by SeACell. For comparison purposes, the
same input image used in Figure 2 was anal-

ysed using a smaller compartment-size param-
eter. The cell compartments were located
in 1.3 s with a program efficiency of 100%.
Furthermore, SeACell computing time is de-
creased by reducing the compartment-size pa-
rameter. As can be observed, some of the se-
lected cells present other compartments which
fulfil the searching parameter but only one
of them has been chosen for ion deposition.
Therefore, any cell can be targeted twice, as it
is shown in both figures.

Figure 3: Microscopic image of the living
HepG2 cells processed by SeACell using the
cell validation algorithm for small size nucleus.
For comparison purposes, Figure 2 input im-
age results in Figure 3 by selecting a different
size parameter.

2.4 Image enhancement

Enhancement filters and colour display have
been added to SeACell through drop-down
menus. No cell stain is used at the LNM-SIHF
for imaging purposes. Therefore, the transpar-
ent cells are visualized at the irradiation cham-
ber by an optical microscope with dark field il-
lumination. This illumination affects the qual-
ity of the input image since it is tuneable in
direction. The image quality can improve by
the application of these filters during the seg-
mentation step. The standard cell recognition
procedure at the LNM-SIHF does not include
any filter application. However, other SIHFs
use several filters within their cell recognition
procedure to remove noise and enhance edges
[12]. The available filters can be divided as fol-
lows regarding their enhancement properties.

i Edge detection - Image edges are detected
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Figure 4: Analysis of PI stained cells. (a) Input image. The circles indicates cell clustered within
the image (b) Cells localised using a high threshold value (cross symbol). This step is performed in
0.59 s. (c) Cells localised using a low threshold value (diamond symbol). This process takes 0.58 s.
(d) Final amount of cells counted after discarding double counts. The complete image analysis is
performed in 1.7 s. Attending at the cluster formed by two cells, it can be observed that one cell
within the image has not been localised.

when a steep gradient occurs between ad-
jacent pixel values and can be measured
calculating the first derivative of an image
[16].

ii Sharpening - Contrast is enhanced between
adjacent joining areas with little variation
in brightness or darkness. Basically, a
high-pass filter is applied to the image.

iii Smoothing - The disparity between pixel
values is decreased by averaging nearby
pixels [16]. Smoothing consists on the ap-
plication of a low-pass filter to an image.

iv Noise removal - The application of these
filters is done to retain the low frequency
information of an image.

2.5 Other application: a cell counter

SeACell is also suitable for other biological
applications. Oxidative effects in bystander
HepG2 cells were studied by alpha source ir-

radiation at the Biomedical Center (BMC) at
Lund University [21]. Cell damage evalua-
tion was checked using the cell probes Hoechst
33342 and Propidium Iodine (PI). Hoechest
stain is used to determine the number of liv-
ing cells within the cell colony and nucleus-
staining dye PI is used to count the number of
dead cells. The proportion of dead cells is cal-
culated as the ratio between the cells stained
with PI and the cells stained with Hoechst.

The program versatility also allows the
user the localization of stained cells. Basically,
the program is used to count the number of
living and dead cells. Therefore, an image of
each cell culture using the different stains was
taken and analysed.

Stained cells are easily located by SeACell
but the intensity of the signal is not homoge-
neous. Therefore, the image segmentation step
has to be applied twice. Then, SeACell com-
pares the localised cells and discards double
counts.

Figure 4 shows the procedure to analyse
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an image of PI stained cells. Usually, dam-
aged cells are clustered and several clusters
have been marked with a circle. As can be
seen, only one cluster of cells present an un-
resolved cell. Therefore, SeACell efficiency is
quite high.

3 Summary

A cell validation algorithm has been developed
and included into SeACell to investigate cells
without using stain or fixation, thus allowing
the study of living cells. The implemented
program has been shown to fulfil the require-
ments needed at the LNM-SIHF regarding mi-
croprobe software compatibility, automation,
recognition time and efficiency. Subcellular
compartments can be recognised and localised
with an efficiency of 100% using the new cell
validation algorithm and no less than 96% for
rough cell recognition [1]. The recognition
time depends on the image size and the tar-
get size parameter. Standard computing times
are less than 1.8 s and decreases with smaller
target size.

A new procedure was also developed for
automated dynamic cell targeting. This proce-
dure can be used as an alternative to the imple-
mented manual selection for non-targeted irra-
diation experiments, and therefore, providing
more automation to the program performance.

The program performance appears inde-
pendent of the surface where the cells are
cultured, the microscope used and the sub-
sequent illumination system. Polypropylene,
polystyrene and SU-8 have been regularly used
for cell culture at the LNM-SIHF. The pro-
gram function and efficiency has been shown
for images of cells cultured in various surfaces
and taken at several facilities.

The software versatility allows other users
to localise stained cells and obtain statistical
data for specific biological experiments.

SeACell has also been updated with a new
user-friendly interface. It includes the applica-
tion of image enhancement filters and colour
display for improvement of the input image.

Future work at the LNM-SIHF requires
further development in instrumentation in or-
der to obtain high quality input images for cell
recognition, this is, continuous automatic fo-
cusing methods are necessary to preserve sub-
cellular resolution [22].
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Abstract

The Single Ion Hit Facility developed at the Lund Nuclear Microprobe (LNM-SIHF) is fully
operational for cell irradiation. As a first application oxidative effects on bystander cells after
non-targeted proton irradiation have been studied. The preliminary biological results using the
human hepatoma cell line (HepG2) show that protons can initiate the production of Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS), and the subsequent damage to the surrounding bystander cells.

In addition to the biological results, properties and capabilities of the system regarding
instrumentation are also described.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, custom-build Single Ion Hit Facili-
ties (SIHFs) have become a very powerful tool
for biological applications. The main advan-
tage offered by a SIHF is the high precision
of the irradiation procedure which allows tar-
geting subcellular compartments of living cells
using a minimum delivered dose of a single ion.
Therefore, low-dose radiation effects on living
cells can be studied.

Non-targeted irradiation occurs in condi-
tions where all the cells in a particular sam-
ple have not been directly irradiated or have
not been exposed uniformly to radiation. The
common way to achieve non-targeted irradia-
tion consists of irradiating the particles form-
ing a pattern across the cell culture.

Oxidative products formed and released
by cells exposed to radiation have the
ability to oxidise the intracellularly loaded
probe 2´,7´-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diac-
etate (H2DCFDA). Consequently, the probe
sends out fluorescent light that can be detected
by fuorescence microscopy.

The present work describes the biological
application of the LNM-SIHF in which non-
targeted proton irradiation was used to in-
vestigate the importance of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) on bystander human hepatoma
(HepG2) cells. Also, an update of the instru-
mental properties of the system are presented.

∗Contact information: Tel. +46-46-2227630, Fax. +46-46-2224709, e-mail address: natalia.arteaga@nuclear.lu.se,
URL: http://www.pixe.lth.se/cellion/
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Outline of the microbeam
irradiation system

The details of the LNM have already been de-
scribed [1]. Briefly, the development of the
LNM-SIHF has been made at the sub-micron
beamline. Ion beams (proton and � parti-
cles) are focused in a two stage system with a
quadrupole doublet at each stage. Three sets
of collimating slits along the beamline are used
to shape the beam and to reduce the beam cur-
rent. The beam-deflection system consists of
two parallel metal plates connected to a high
voltage, which are used to deflect the beam
off the sample on demand. A 200 nm thin
Si3N4 membrane (1.5 mm x 1.5 mm), pur-
chased at Silson company [2], is used as exit
window to extract the beam into air. The
beam-scanning system, situated at the irradi-
ation chamber supply beam positioning along
the sample in the X and Y direction. Any pre-
defined pattern of pixels (maximum size 4096
x 4096) can be uploaded into the system and
subsequently used to irradiate the sample. The
LNM-SIHF employs a post-cell detection sys-
tem which consists of a windowless photodi-
ode detector(Hamamatsu S1223-01N 7139) [3]
and, in combination with the beam-deflection
system, controls the applied dose.

2.2 Custom-designed dishes

The LNM-SIHF has a horizontal configuration
which requires a vertically positioned Petri
dish containing the cell culture. The displace-
ment of the cells due to gravity effects can be
minimized using monolayer cell cultures which
are attached to the surface on which they are
cultivated. Additionally, the vertical arrange-
ment requires the removal of the cell culture
medium prior to irradiation. However, a layer
of cell culture medium remains, the thickness
of which is approximately the same as the di-
ameter of the cells.

The custom-designed irradiation dishes
developed at the LNM-SIHF have the advan-
tage of being suitable for both cell incubation

and holding the cells during irradiation. The
cells are thus grown and irradiated on the same
surface, which is an important technical advan-
tage.

2.2.1 SU-8 irradiation dishes for tar-
geted irradiation

This Petri-type dish allows the position of cell
growth to be controlled to a certain degree by
fabricating very small structures on the floor of
the dish. The epoxy-based photopolymer SU-
8 [4] was employed as a fabrication material
in combination with UV lithography as previ-
ously described [5]. In order to supply the cell
with the necessary culture medium, the SU-8
film is glued onto a polystyrene cup forming
an effective area of approximately �/4 cm2.

2.2.2 SU-8 irradiation dishes for non-
targeted irradiation

These 5 �m thin films were also fabricated with
SU-8 and UV large exposure but without any
pattern or barriers. The film is glued as well
onto a polystyrene cup providing an effective
culture area of approximately �/4 cm2.

2.2.3 Polypropylene irradiation dishes
for non-targeted irradiation

An 8 �m thick polypropylene layer, purchased
from Goodfellow (England) [6], was used to
culture the cells. This layer is attached by
heat treatment to a polypropylene holder of-
fering an effective culture area of �/2 cm2.

2.3 Experimental validation of the
system: coordinates transfer

The LNM-SIHF uses in-house software, SeA-
Cell [7], for on-line cell recognition and lo-
calization which allows identification of non-
stained cells in a short time with high effi-
ciency. The transference of ion-beam coor-
dinates between SeACell and the LNM-SIHF
control software was tested.An on-line image
of the living HepG2 cells was acquired prior
to irradiation and analysed by SeACell which
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Figure 1: Overlapped images showing the coordinates transfer between SeACell and the LNM-SIHF
control software: the input image of living HepG2 cells, the selected SeACell coordinates (cross
symbols) and the CR-39 etched film.

searches for cells having a nucleus size within
specified limits. The coordinates provided by
the software were then used to create an irra-
diation pattern, which was subsequently up-
loaded into the beam-scanning system con-
trolling the ion beam position. CR-39 track
etch film was irradiated in vacuum, following
the defined pattern, using 2.5 MeV protons
and an average beam current of 60 pA. The
beam-deflection system was employed during
the irradiation procedure to guarantee expo-
sure only in the selected pixels. The CR-39
film was than etched for approximately 10 min-
utes in 12N KOH at 80∘C. Therefore, the irra-
diated pattern was visible in the CR-39 etched
film. Figure 1 shows the on-line image of the
living cells overlapped with the image of the
CR-39 etched film. The crosses indicates the
coordinates to be irradiated as determined by
SeACell. As can be seen, the crosses indicat-
ing the transferred coordinates match with the
beam position demonstrating the capability of
the system for a reliable coordinates transfer.

3 Preliminary biological
results

3.1 Sample preparation

Thin film SU-8 irradiation dishes were used to
study the effects of non-targeted irradiation on

HepG2 cells. The dish surface does not have
any barrier and the cells can therefore interact
over the entire surface. Cells in the exponen-
tial growth phase were seeded in the irradia-
tion dishes and cultured for approximately 24
hours in 0.5 ml medium until they reached a
confluent state. One hour prior to irradiation,
the cells were loaded with the redox-sensitive
probe H2DCFDA (3 �M concentration), incu-
bated at 37∘C for 30 minutes, washed and re-
suspended in fresh medium.

3.2 Irradiation procedure

All irradiation was carried out in the absence
of medium for the technical reasons discussed
above.

The non-targeted irradiation pattern con-
sisted of three spots in a row separated by ap-
proximately 2 mm. HepG2 cell cultures were
exposed to 2.5 MeV focused protons, including
a range of low doses, from 0.1 to 0.5 Gy. Two
irradiation dishes were irradiated at each dose
and a third one was used as a control sample.
The control sample was exposed to the same
protocol but no protons were deposited in this
sample.

After irradiation, the cells were re-
suspended in fresh culture medium. The in-
duction of oxidation of the H2DCFDA probe
was analysed using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 in-
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Figure 2: Oxidation levels approximately 3 hours after irradiation. (a) Control sample. (b) Irra-
diated sample: 0.1 Gy/spot, 3 spots in a row. Note that the scale of the image only allows the
observation of a single spot.

verted fluorescence microscope.

3.3 Oxidative effects in bystander
cells

Figure 2 shows the control (a) and irradiated
sample (b) at the time at which oxidation was
detected, i.e., approximately 3 h after irradia-
tion. The control sample shows a few green
spots, each corresponding to approximately
one cell (∼ 11 �m [8]). Much greater fluo-
rescence was seen in the irradiated cells indi-
cating oxidation. Protons can thus initiate the
production of ROS, and subsequent damage to
the surrounding bystander cells, as can be ob-
served in Figure 2 (b), where a large amount
of bystander cells were damaged due to oxida-
tion. The beam size during these experiments
was approximately 10 �m and a beam size ref-
erence has been added to this figure. As can
be seen, the damaged area in the cell culture
was larger than the beam size area and larger
than a few cells.

The mechanism underlying the radiation-
induced bystander response is controversial.
Whether the bystander cells were damaged

through nuclear or cytoplasmic irradiation is
unknown, although evidence has been reported
for both cases [9]. Furthermore, the muta-
genicity of cytoplasmic irradiation indicates a
dependence of intercellular generation on ROS
[10]. One hypothesis considered is that, at low
doses and under bystander conditions, repair
processes are not fully activated. These cells
are thus more sensitive to radiation exposure.
Single Strand Breaks (SSBs) or base damage
lesions produced by ROS lead to the accumu-
lation of damage that cannot be properly re-
paired, increasing the probability of Double
Strand Breaks (DSBs). A similar hypothesis
has been suggested to be behind low-dose hy-
persensitivity and the inverse dose-rate effect
[11]. In addition, it has been proposed that
cell culture medium irradiation could cause
DNA damage via soluble extra-cellular media-
tors [10].

Regardless of the mechanism causing the
damage, the cells in the culture die a few hours
after oxidation. The cell killing mechanism is
not fully understood and further experiments
are needed. DNA damaging effects of exces-
sive ROS can activate cell cycle checkpoints,
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induce a senescence-like state, or cause cells to
undergo apoptosis and even necrosis in vitro
[12].

Until now, the experiments carried out at
the LNP-SIHF have not shown any relation-
ship between the bystander response and the
applied dose. This is in agreement to the pre-
vious results obtained at the GCI, in England,
showing that the bystander response is inde-
pendent of the number of particles traversing
the cell [13, 14]. Furthermore, it has also been
reported that the bystander response is not
correlated with distance. In other words, the
cells respond to the bystander signal whatever
its distance from the irradiated cells. However,
the damaged cells shows a tendency to form
clusters [15], as observed in Figure 2 (b).

4 Summary and outlook

The LNM-SIHF fully operational for cell ir-
radiation experiments. Targeted and non-
targeted irradiation has been demonstrated us-
ing CR-39 track etch film and living HepG2
cells respectively. Future technical improve-
ments of the system requires a fine tunning of
the beam-focusing system in order to achieve
irradiation of subcellular compartments.

Non-targeted proton irradiation has been
performed at the LNM-SIHF showing that the
production of ROS can cause damage to the
surrounding bystander cells. However, further
experiments are required to understand which
processes lead to cell dead after irradiation.
Data from several replicate experiments did
not show cell damage concentrated in one spot,
but a high background was observed in all the
samples including the control one. This fact
indicates the existence of some mechanism, in-
dependent of the irradiation procedure, which
produces extra oxidation. Additionally, alter-
native cell-staining probes will be employed to
determine the irradiation damage as well as
larger cell lines in order to generalize the re-
sults.
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